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Abstract

Tooth enamel is the hardest and most resistant highly mineralized inorganic component in

mammalian bodies that significantly affects both the life quality and expectancy of an indi-

vidual. Its specific qualitative properties are given by the biomineralization process responsible

for its formation. In this process the mineralization of hydroxyapatite, the only inorganic phase

composing the mammalian hard tissues, is controlled by activity of enamel-forming cells am-

eloblasts and their products. Over the past years, the studies of enamel matrix proteins, their

structure, composition and function has become the prevalent field of experimental investiga-

tion. However, unique enamel qualities, which enable the teeth to withstand high pressure and

stress demands, cannot be accurately assessed without the thorough systematical study of its

mineral compound.

In this thesis, I focus on the crystallographic and compositional characteristics of enamel hy-

droxyapatite and their influence on the mechanical properties of teeth. Obtained results are

discussed in context of developmental and adaptation dynamics of mammalian species. The

main aspect of the work is to extend our knowledge about the protein–mediated mineraliza-

tion process from the perspective of inorganic compound and its contribution to the unique

characteristics of the tooth.

Special attention is devoted to the proper sample preparation technique for X–ray powder

diffraction analysis. It is demonstrated that the inappropriate treatment of specimen causes

formation of extra phases. Moreover, the used preparation technique might affect the mi-

crostructural properties of the hydroxyaptatite crystals, especially the length of crystallites.

I propose that the manual disintegration technique using a piston to crack the tooth into

fragments, subsequent separation of potential enamel fragments under an optical microscope,

and a final confirmation of the purity of enamel using a scanning electron microscope is the

most suitable separation technique. This approach enables yielding the most reliable data for

biomineralization–focused research.

In the second project presented in the thesis, micro– and macro–structural changes are cor-

related with mechanical properties variations during the maturation stage of amelogenesis in

selected parts of a miniature pig’s tooth. The crystallization and maturation processes start at

the boundary of enamel and dentine beneath the future cusp at the anterior part of the tooth.

It then spreads toward the roots following the border line of enamel and dentine, surface and

posterior parts of the tooth. The late secretory and early maturation stage is characterized

by the formation of enamel prisms. During that period, the crystallites gradually thicken.

The late maturation stage is associated with a development of interprismatic enamel, abrupt

decrease in amount of lattice imperfections in the crystal structure, and rapid settling of the

final mechanical properties. The delayed formation of interprismatic enamel is an essential



adaptive pattern of a swine developmental dynamics.

I further studied the qualitative characteristics of swine dental enamel (i.e. degree of surface

wear, chemical composition variations, and microstructural and mechanical properties) and

their relationship to the duration of crystallization developmental process and the age depend-

ency. The results suggest that the longer the crystallization process, the bigger crystallite sizes

with lower amount of lattice distortions are formed. This aspect has a significant influence on

the final mechanical behaviour of the tooth. Moreover, the inner structure of crystals seems to

be immutable with age of the animal.

In summary, a set of these data provides a reliable basis for a multifactorial analysis of func-

tional correlates of particular crystallographic variables and their odontogenetic and phylogen-

etic representation. The results illustrate that the crystallographic characteristics of enamel

hydroxyapatite are a significant contribution to the final qualitative enamel characteristics and

they must be taken into account in the studies of biomieralization processes.



Abstrakt

Zubńı sklovina představuje nejtvrdš́ı a nejodolněǰśı vysoce mineralizovanou anorganickou složku

v tělech savc̊u, která významně ovlivňuje kvalitu a délku života. Jej́ı charakteristické kvalitat-

ivńı vlastnosti jsou ustaveny během bio-mineralizačńıho procesu, při kterém je vytvořena. Při

tomto procesu je mineralizace hydroxyapatitem (HAp), jedinou anorganickou fáźı př́ıtomnou

v tvrdých tkáńıch savc̊u, ř́ızena aktivitou sklovinu-formuj́ıćıch buněk – ameloblast̊u – a jejich

produkt̊u. V posledńıch letech se stalo hlavńı oblast́ı výzkumu zubńı skloviny právě stu-

dium matrixových b́ılkovin, jejich struktury, složeńı a funkce. Nicméně, jedinečné vlastnosti

skloviny umožňuj́ıćı zubu odolávat velkým tlakovým a zátěžovým nárok̊um nemohou být posu-

zovány s velkou přesnost́ı bez d̊ukladného a systematického studia jej́ı minerálńı složky. V této

tezi se soustřeďuji na popis krystalografických charakteristik a trend̊u chemického složeńı sk-

lovinových hydroxyapatit̊u a jejich vlivu na mechanické vlastnosti zubu. Źıskané výsledky jsou

diskutovány v kontextu vývojové a adaptačńı dynamiky savc̊u. Hlavńım ćılem této práce je

rozš́ı̌rit znalosti o proteiny ř́ızených mineralizačńıch procesech z pohledu anorganické složky

a jejich pod́ılu na vytvořeńı unikátńıch mechanických vlastnost́ı zubu.

Zvláštńı pozornost byla věnována vytvořeńı správné techniky př́ıpravy vzork̊u pro práškovou

rentgenovou difrakčńı analýzu. Je prokázáno, že nevhodné zacházeńı se vzorky zp̊usobuje

krystalizaci daľśıch ve sklovině se normálně nevyskytuj́ıćıch fáźı. Nav́ıc, nevyhovuj́ıćı technika

př́ıpravy může negativně ovlivňovat mikrostrukturńı vlastnosti HAp krystal̊u, a to zejména

délku jejich krystalit̊u. Výsledky experiment̊u ukazuj́ı, že nejvhodněǰśı technikou je mechan-

ická dezintegrace vzorku na fragmenty, následná separace př́ıpadných fragment̊u skloviny v op-

tickém mikroskopu a konečné potvrzeńı čistoty vzorku skenovaćım elektronovým mikroskopem.

Tento postup je nejspolehlivěǰśım zp̊usobem k źıskáńı smysluplných dat pro výzkum zaměřený

na bio–mineralizačńı procesy.

V druhém projektu této práce jsou porovnávány změny v mikro- a makro-strukturńıch para-

metrech s variacemi mechanických vlastnost́ı skloviny v pr̊uběhu maturačńı fáze amelogeneze

a ve vybraných částech zubu miniaturńıho prasete. Krystalizačńı i maturačńı procesy zač́ınaj́ı

na rozhrańı skloviny a zuboviny v mı́stě pod budoućım hrbolkem v anteriorńı oblasti zubu.

Oba procesy se š́ı̌ŕı směrem ke kořen̊um podél hraničńı linie skloviny a zuboviny, dále pak

směrem k povrchu zubu a k posteriorńım oblastem. Pozdńı sekrečńı a časná maturačńı fáze

jsou charakteristické produkćı sklovinových prismat. Během těchto stádíı se krystality HAp

postupně prodlužuj́ı. Pozdńı maturačńı fáze je spojena s tvorbou interprismatické části sklov-

iny, náhlým poklesem v množstv́ı mř́ıžových poruch krystalové mř́ıžky a dosažeńım konečných

mechanických vlastnost́ı zubu. Zpožděná tvorba interprismatické skloviny je základńım ad-

aptačńım motivem dynamiky vývoje praseč́ıch zub̊u.

Dále jsem studovala vztah délky vývojových krystalizačńıch proces̊u a kvalitativńıch charak-



teristik praseč́ı skloviny (tj. stupeň povrchového opotřebeńı - otěr, variace chemického složeńı,

mikro-strukturńıch a mechanických vlastnost́ı) a jejich závislost na stář́ı zubu. Výsledky

ukazuj́ı, že č́ım deľśı je proces krystalizace skloviny během vývojových stádíı zubu, t́ım je

dosaženo větš́ıch velikost́ı krystalit̊u s nižš́ım množstv́ım strukturńıch defekt̊u v krystalové

mř́ıži. Tento jev významně ovlivňuje konečné mechanické chováńı zubu. Kromě toho, vnitřńı

struktura hydroxyapatitových krystal̊u je neměnná se stář́ım jedince.

Celkově soubor těchto výsledk̊u poskytuje spolehlivý základ pro multifaktoriálńı analýzu funkčńıch

korelát̊u př́ıslušných krystalografických proměnných a jejich odontogenetické a fylogenetické

reprezentace. Dále ukazuj́ı jak významný vliv maj́ı krystalografické charakteristiky sklovinového

hydroxyapatitu na unikátńı vlastnosti dospělé skloviny. Krystalografické vlastnosti HAp by tak

vždy měly být zohledňovány při studíıch biomineralizačńıch proces̊u.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Enamel, the hardest tissue in animal body that provide a strong protective covering for the

teeth, represents an outstanding biomineralizing system. Study of this unique tissue connects

diverse scientific areas to resolve the mystery of the principles of biological mineralization and

its influence on the exceptional enamel properties. In the last few decades, our understanding

of the complexity of odontogenesis have been improved through the development of the new

imaging, spectroscopic and other analytical methods. This provides a wealth of information

not only about the behaviour of tooth–forming cells during all stages of embryonic develop-

ment, extracellular matrix components, chromosomal gene localization and patterns of protein

expression, and mechanisms preserving the suitable extracelullar environment for proper hy-

droxyapatite mineralization, but also about the paleontological and evolutionary aspects. Type

and quality of nutrition of the individuals, social teeth diseases, the pathways of development

of the tooth shape, morphology, and architecture according to their ultimate function are one

of the most widely studied fields of adaptive odontogenesis.

Modern society has an ever growing need for technological development of biomaterials with

composition and structure similar to enamel that will be suitable for dental filling, dental

implant or as a self–mineralization–induced agent, because the enamel has no regenerative

abilities like bone and dentine. The closer the restorative and implant material will be to the

natural enamel, the better mechanical, aesthetic and functional qualities of the whole tooth

will be ensured. The development of such a materials unconditionally requires a complete

understanding of the mechanisms of biomineralization. The secret of biologically induced and

driven enamel mineralization is in a cooperation of ameloblasts and secreted enamel matrix

proteins (e.g. amelogenin, ameloblastin, enamelin) with the mineral compounds. This seems

to be a crucial factor of amelogenesis. It is not surprising that the current research is primarily

focused on a detailed understanding of this remarkable mechanism of interaction of the mineral

phase with the organic matrix (Aoba et al., 1987; Robinson et al., 1989; Fincham et al., 1994,

1999; Iijima et al., 2001; Wallwork et al., 2001; Beniash et al., 2005; Robinson, 2007; Iijima
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et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2011; Margolis et al., 2014). Over the last few years significant

progress has been made in terms of understanding the structure, composition, gene localization,

spatiotemporal secretion localization, and a respective function of enamel matrix proteins

(Moradian-Oldak et al., 1998b,a; Fincham et al., 1999; Iwasaki et al., 2005; Margolis et al.,

2006; Moffatt et al., 2006a,b; Gao et al., 2010; Fang et al., 2011; Holcroft and Ganss, 2011;

Kawasaki, 2011; Somogyi-Ganss et al., 2011; Wiedemann-Bidlack et al., 2011; Lacruz et al.,

2012; Lee et al., 2012; Moradian-Oldak, 2012; Gallon et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2013; Ganss and

Abbarin, 2014; Ruan and Moradian-Oldak, 2015; Shaw, 2015). The knowledge we have now

of the organic compounds contributing to enamel formation provides a valuable base for our

understanding of amelogenesis. However, the mineral phase hydroxyapatite (HAp), which

forms more than 95% of mature enamel, has been studied solely in the sense of chemical

component distribution (Shaw and Yen, 1972; Young, 1974, 1975; Weatherell et al., 1975;

Eanes, 1979; Elliott et al., 1985; Elliott, 1994; Simmer and Fincham, 1995; Kuczumow et al.,

2011), size of the crystallites (Jensen and Möller, 1948; Glas and Omnell, 1960; Daculsi and

Kerebel, 1978; Cuisinier et al., 1993; Elliott, 1994; Vieira et al., 2003; Gawda et al., 2004;

Kallaste and Nemliher, 2005; Low et al., 2005, 2008), changes in lattice parameters or bond

lengths due to the variations in chemical composition (Elliott, 1964, 1994; Wilson et al., 1999;

Kallaste and Nemliher, 2005), types of lattice defects (Cuisinier et al., 1990), and distribution

of mineral density (Robinson et al., 1995; He et al., 2011; Robinson, 2014). There had been

few attempts to inquire into the changes in particular chemical compounds and the growth of

crystallites during the individual stages of amelogenesis (Weatherell et al., 1975; Daculsi and

Kerebel, 1978; Robinson et al., 1995), nevertheless the crystallographic characteristics of HAp

phase have not been interfaced with the mechanism of amelogenesis and evolutionary aspects

so far.

The X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is an effective tool for determination of the crystal struc-

ture properties. With the advances in new crystallographic softwares (Rodŕıguez-Carvajal,

1993; Larson and Von Dreele, 2000; Roisnel and Rodŕıquez-Carvajal, 2000; Toby, 2001; Bruker,

2003; Petř́ıček et al., 2014), not only information about lattice parameters, peak intensity, posi-

tion and width, atoms coordinates, and bond lengths, but also a thorough analysis of crystallite

size and microstrain can be obtained. In addition, the calculations of anisotropic properties of

both microstructure parameters were implemented into Rietveld and LeBail refinements (Lut-

terotti et al., 1992; Rodŕıguez-Carvajal, 2001). The characterization of HAp crystallite size in

enamel using XRD has been adopted many times (Jensen and Möller, 1948; Trautz et al., 1953;

Grove et al., 1972; Vieira et al., 2003; Gawda et al., 2004), nevertheless the accurate crystallite

anisotropic delineation and microstrain determination using whole pattern fitting methods has

not been carried out. Moreover, there are still major gaps in order to understand how are

the microstructural HAp properties influenced by the odontogenetic processes and how their

variations might affect the final enamel qualities.

The goal of this research is to characterize the structural and microstructural features of

2



tooth HAp by whole pattern fitting methods, their effect on mechanical properties of enamel,

and variations in chemical/phase composition and discus them in context of amelogenesis

and mammalian evolution trends. Furthermore, for precise XRD analysis, examine various

sample preparation techniques and show their influence on the microstructural properties. This

novel approach will ultimately enable scientists to understand the biomineralization processes

within the enamel from the perspective of inorganic compound. Moreover, this might provide a

guidance for better characterization of newly developed biomimetic materials not only in terms

of macrostructural description of enamel (the proper formation of prisms and crystals) but also

from the inner structural crystal characterictics that effect the overall qualities of enamel. Last

but not least, this study potentially has significant impact on the perception of amelogenesis

and its adaptation on the functional demands and food requirements of individual teeth.

3



Chapter 2

General Overview of Tooth

Enamel Embryonic Development,

Structure and Composition

In this chapter, I review in a condensed form the theoretical concepts of dental development

with emphasis on the embryonic enamel, evolutionary aspects of tooth embryology, and the

stucture of mature enamel, its characterization in terms of the description of the crystal struc-

ture, and chemical composition of the HAp minerals. We will, however, omit detailed descrip-

tions of the dental embryonic stages covering development of dentine, cementum, pulp complex,

periodontium, and individual genes expresions and organic components not intervening in the

processes of mineralization, and rather focus on the most important details that are applied

in the following chapters. Section 2.1 provides an overview of general embryonic development

of the tooth and the descriptions that are further used to characterize the behavior of such a

system, and illustrates its bottlenecks and shortcomings. This is followed by a section 2.2 in

which I delineate and emphasize the comprehensive knowledge about mature enamel.

2.1 Dental Embryonic Development

Teeth, the essential structure characterizing the vertebrates, are produced by finely regulated

interactions of the ectoderm epithelium and neural crest-derived mesenchyme, the develop-

mental module called odontode (Reif, 1982). In derived gnathostomes, teeth are restricted to

oral cavity, assembling a complex structure - dentition, produced by a specialized embryonic

organ - dental lamina. In mammals it is restricted to surface of maxillary, premaxillary and

mandibular bones. In other gnathostomes teeth might appear almost anywhere at surface of

oral epithelium and even in pharynx. In mammals, the process is started with thickening of

4



2.1. DENTAL EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of dental arch formation (adapted from Nanci (2008)). Cells of
dental lamina gradually proliferate towards the posterior jaw part (salmon arrow). Permanent
tooth germs are formed at the lingual side of its deciduous counterpart.

odontogenetic epithelial zone at anterior part of oral cavity, which further proliferate towards

the posterior parts (i.e. towards the presumptive temporomandibular joint). This success-

ive proliferation forms the future dental arches of the upper and lower jaws part (Fig 2.1).

Epithelial cells then ingrow into the underlying neural crest-derived ectomesenchyme. These

protrusions represent the initiation of the first step of dental embryonal development that is

known as a “bud stage” (Fig 2.2).

The origin of epithelial cells has been widely discussed and the two main theories has been

adopted: (i) “outside–in model” – as mentioned above; the ectodermal cells were incorporated

to the oral cavity from the external surface of the organism (i.e. cells firstly forming the skin

scales) (Reif, 1982; Sire, 2001), and (ii) “inside–out model” – suggesting the endodermal ori-

gin of epithelial cells coming from the oro–pharyngeal cavity (Smith and Coates, 1998, 2001;

Smith, 2003). However, Soukup et al. (2008) documented the ectodermal (anterior jaw), endo-

dermal (posterior jaw) and also dual origin (combination of ectoderm and endoderm; middle

part of jaw) of axolotl’s teeth, and Imai et al. (1998) described the contribution of endoderm

to the embryonal tooth development of mouse mandibular incisors. These two aspects lead to

the third theory “inside and out model” (Fraser et al., 2010) demonstrated the basic of teeth

development simply as a cooperation of epithelial cells (regardless its origin) with the ectomes-

enchym of the neural crest which is driven by interactions among signalling genes network.

Moreover, this model is strongly supported by the studies illustrating the essential similarities

of tooth formation between the presumptive ectodermal oral and endodermal pharyngeal teeth

(Jackman et al., 2004; Debiais-Thibaud et al., 2007), and the cell-cell in vitro interactions

(Slavkin et al., 1968; Thesleff and Hurmerinta, 1981).
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2.1. DENTAL EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

The odontogenetic processes are particularly complicated in mammals which bear highly spe-

cialized diphyodont and heterodont dentitions. Several hypotheses had been proposed for the

patterning of heterodont dentition ((Butler, 1939; Osborn, 1972, 1978), reviewed by (Zhao

et al., 2000b; Thesleff and Sharpe, 1997)). The latest “homeboxe gene code” model predicts

the overlaping zones of expression of several homebox genes in ectomesenchymal layer, where

the individual tooth types (canines, incisors, premolars and molars) are defined by the ex-

pression of particular sequences of these genes or their combination (Sharpe, 1995; MacKenzie

et al., 1992; Sharpe, 2000; Tucker et al., 1998), and the exact position of the forthcoming bud in

the jaws (Tucker and Sharpe, 2004). It is important to note that all of these presumptions are

based on the experiments using murine model. Unfortunately, the rodents (including mouse)

posses extremely derived dentition and tooth development and, it is in no way granted that the

observations undertaken on this model can be applied to other mammals or even vertebrates

in general.

It is believed that the epithelial cells proliferation is induced by the expression of signal mo-

lecules from the epithelium itself (Miller, 1969; Mina and Kollar, 1987; Lumsden, 1988; Hard-

castle et al., 1998). On the other hand, Soukup et al. (2008) has pointed out that the role

of epithelium cells may be less essential, and the major task in tooth initiation and in the

determination of the future tooth position takes the ectomesenchyme.

2.1.1 Bud Stage

The bud stage is characterized by an ongoing immersion of epithelial cells and the apparent

clustering of ectomesenchyme and its condensation under the central bottom part of the pro-

trusion (Fig 2.2). Nor the epithelial even the ectomesenchymal cells change its morphology or

differentiate into a specialized units (Nanci, 2008).

At a given tooth position, the tooth bud forms first the primordium of the deciduous tooth while

at lingual side of which proliferative activity of dental lamina forms a bud of the permanent

tooth (Fig 2.1) later replacing the deciduous one. This sprout remains dormant until it receive

the signals for further cell proliferation. In contrast, the primordia of the distal multicuspidate

teeth - molars, which have no deciduous generation, develop throughout whole embryonic

time. In some derived dentition, appearance of their primordia can be delayed. Then, after

the creation of all deciduous and permanent germs for incisors, canines and premolars, the

proliferation of epithelial cells of dental lamina pauses for some time. When the jaws have grown

long enough, the proliferation is renewed and dental lamina successively forms the permanent

tooth germs of first, second, and for some animal species also the third molar (Nanci, 2008).

Subsequent embryonic development for both deciduous and permanent dentition proceeds in

substantially the same manner only at different time and its range.
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2.1. DENTAL EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the bud developmental stage (modified after Nanci
(2008)).

2.1.2 Cap Stage

Still proliferating epithelium forms a visible unit called “enamel organ” (Fig 2.3), which is later

responsible for the creation of the enamel. The condensing ectomesenchyme surrounded from

two sides by protrusions of epithelial cells is now called “dental papilla” and is a predecessor

of future dentine and pulp. The rest of ectomesenchymal cells covering the enamel organ

and dental papilla form the “dental follicle” (Butler, 1956) and later give rise to the tooth

supporting tissues (i.e. periodontium). The origin of cementum is still not known and it might

arise from the (i) ectomesenchyme of dental follicle or (ii) Hertwig’s cells that are differentiated

in the apical region of epithelium protrusions during the bell stage (Nanci, 2008).

Cells located in the middle of the enamel organ differentiate and secrete the glycosaminoglycans

into the extracellular spaces. These compounds have a tendency to pull water into the extracel-

lular space and the cells that are still firmly connected by desmosomes become compressed by

the fluids. This compression causes a change in the appearance of cells and they become a star-

shaped. Therefore, the central part of enamel organ is referred to as the “stellate reticulum”

(Butler, 1956; Zhao et al., 2000b).

Another apparent structure visible within the enamel organ of mammalian molars is “enamel

knot”. It is composed by the non-differentiated epithelial cells located beneath the stellate

reticulum at the boundary between enamel organ and dental papilla. The enamel knot is

essential for the regulation of tooth shape (Jernvall et al., 1994; Vaahtokari et al., 1996a). It

express a plenty of signalling factors (Niswander and Martin, 1992; MacKenzie et al., 1992;

Jernvall et al., 1994, 1998; Zhao et al., 2000a) that maintain its own cells in a non-proliferating
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2.1. DENTAL EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the cap developmental stage (from Nanci (2008)).

state and at the same time regulate and encourage the proliferation of epithelial cells located

near the enamel knot (Jernvall et al., 1994; Jernvall, 1995). This leads to the enlarging of enamel

organ and formation of protrusions (called “cervical loops”) that embrace the condensing

ectomesenchyme. The multicusped teeth, such as molars, create more than one enamel knot

each at the position beneath the future cusp (Jernvall et al., 1994). Jernvall and Thesleff

(2000) suggest that the enamel knots also initiate the dentino- and amelogenesis precisely at

the position beneath these structures, both processes then continue towards the cervical loops.

After the initiation of enamel and dentine developmental processes (bell stage) these signalling

centres disappear via apoptosis (Vaahtokari et al., 1996b; Jernvall et al., 1998).

Finally, the epithelial and mesenchymal cells start to change their shape and differentiate

into specialized units that then form individual segments of future tooth. These processes

characterize the transition between the cap and the bell stage of embryonal development.

2.1.3 Bell Stage

During this stage, the tooth achieves its final shape, the cells of both epithelial enamel organ

and mesenchymal papilla undergo radical structural and functional rearrangements resulting

in production of mineralized enamel and dentine. The remaining tissues, i.e. cementum,

and the soft connective tissue of the pulp in the crown and a root parts appear at later

stage of development. The subsequent mineralization, which terminates the bell stage leads

to the establishment of the final mechanical properties of tooth that provide its remarkable

functionality and lifespan.

At first, the epithelial cells change their morphology and form two thin layers of (Fig 2.4):
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2.1. DENTAL EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

(i) cuboidal undifferentiated cells at the periphery of enamel organ (i.e. “outer enamel epi-

thelium”), and (ii) columnar undifferentiated cells surrounding the dental papilla (i.e. “inner

enamel epithelium”). These cells have a nucleus located in its central part, a few mitochondria

and rough endoplasmic reticulum scattered in the cytoplasm (Matthiessen and Rømert, 1980).

The protrusions of epithelial cells terminate the creation of crown part and the cervical loops,

rims where the inner and outer epithelium meet, continue with proliferation toward the apical

direction, and give rise to the epithelial component of root formation. Some of the epithelial

cells between inner enamel epithelium and the stellate reticulum start to differentiate into the

layer known as “stratum intermedium”. This layer fully covers the need of the massive activity

of alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme responsible for dephosphorylation of proteins providing the

phosphate ions for later mineralization of enamel (Nanci, 2008), and for shuttling other ions to

and from mineralization front (Bartlett and Smith, 2012). The next step is characterized by

the diferentiation of ectomesenchymal cells into the functional specific odontoblasts beneath

the enamel knots (as mentioned above) gradually spreading down toward the future root parts

(Fig 2.6) following the interface between enamel organ and dental papilla (Hay, 1961; Ruch

et al., 1976; Thesleff and Hurmerinta, 1981; Boyde, 1989; Arana-Chavez and Massa, 2004). Im-

mediately after differentiation, odontoblasts start to produce the “predentine” by secreting the

matrix proteins into extracellular space, especially the collagen type I (Leblond, 1989). This

protein together with regulatory dentine-specific phosphoproteins and sialoproteins serve as a

scaffold and organizing unit for later mineralization of dentine (Carneiro and Leblond, 1959;

Weinstock and Leblond, 1974; Veis, 1993; Rabie and Veis, 1995; Butler, 1998; Arana-Chavez

and Massa, 2004). As the formation of predentine proceeds, the cells of inner enamel epithelium

also slowly change their shape and inner arrangement of organelles to form “pre-ameloblasts”

a precursor for a fully functional enamel forming cells “ameloblasts”.

Amelogenesis

Amelogenesis is a part of tooth formation describing the overall enamel development. It can

be divided into four stages that are characterized by changes in epithelial cell morphology and

function (Fig 2.5): pre-secretory (i.e. pre-ameloblasts), secretory, transitional, and maturation

ameloblasts.

The differentiation of pre-ameloblasts in the pre-secretory stage is initiated by signalling mo-

lecules secreted by enamel knot and underlying odontoblasts (Koch, 1967; Thesleff and Jernvall,

1997; Thesleff et al., 2001) and follows the formation of predentine spreading down until it stops

at the apical end of future root Nanci (2008). Further proliferation of epithelial cells is ter-

minated. Comparing to the inner enamel epithelium cells, the pre-ameloblasts are distinctly

elongated with nucleus slowly moving toward the proximal end of the cell (i.e. toward the

stratum intermedium), with increasing organelle content represented by many mitochondria,

rough endoplasmic reticulum cisterns, and enlarging Golgi complexes (Zaki et al., 1970; Smith,

1979; Matthiessen and Rømert, 1980; Skobe et al., 1981; Moradian-Oldak, 2012; Bartlett, 2013).
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Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the bell developmental stage (from Nanci (2008)).

Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the inner epithelial cell/ameloblast morphological changes
during amelogenesis (modified after Nanci (2008)). The process of interprismatic (ipm) and
prismatic (prism) enamel formation and the function (red arrows) of rough–ended and smooth–
ended ameloblasts are highlighted.
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2.1. DENTAL EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

All those organelles are successively oriented distally from the nucleus (i.e. toward the form-

ing dentine). Next stage is characterized by disappearance of basal lamina of the epithelium.

When the first signs of dentine mineralization appear during the late phase of pre-secretory

stage, the pre-ameloblasts begin to secrete enamel matrix proteins (discussed in more detail

in the following paragraph). They form a thin layer of prismless enamel directly onto the

dentine (Smith, 1979; Skobe et al., 1981; Nanci, 2008; Simmer et al., 2010; Bartlett, 2013). It

is believed that the dentine collagen fibres and apatite crystals serve as an auxiliary scaffold

and growth centres for initial enamel mineralization (Rönnholm, 1962; Reith, 1967; Bernard,

1972; Warshawsky et al., 1981; Arsenault and Robinson, 1989; Lin et al., 1993; Smith et al.,

2016). Thus, the connection between fully mineralized dentine and enamel is very intertwined

and the embryonic borderline dividing these two structures called “enamel dentine junction”

(EDJ) is not straight (Fig 2.7a,d), and resembles more the transition zone (White et al., 2000).

However, there are also studies pointing out the absence of spatial association of dentine and

enamel crystals at the level of EDJ (Diekwisch et al., 1995).

The successive transformation of pre-ameloblasts into fully differentiated and functional am-

eloblasts is completely achieved in the beginning of secretory stage. These cells are tall and of

columnar shape with an ovoid nucleus located in the proximal end. Extensive Golgi complexes

that are surrounded by cisterns of rough endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes occupy the

opposite side of the cell. Many vesicles are seen in connection with Golgi complexes containing

the secretory material and moving through the intracellular space to the distal cell membrane

as a secretory granules. Multiplied mitochondria fill the entire intracellular space (Reith, 1970;

Eisenmann et al., 1979; Smith, 1979; Matthiessen and Rømert, 1980; Nanci and Smith, 1992;

Nanci, 2008; Bartlett, 2013). Individual cells are tightly anchored by desmosomes that are

placed within the plasma membrane in the cell sides and also other types of adherens junc-

tional complexes (i.e. intercellular bridges that regulate cellular traffic and stabilise the tissue)

are present (Kallenbach et al., 1965; Matthiessen and Rømert, 1980; Sasaki et al., 1984; Fausser

et al., 1998). The secretory ameloblasts are characterized by formation of Tomes’ processes

(Fig 2.5), specialized histological structures placed at the distal apex of the cells that release

the content of secretory granules (i.e. matrix proteins and probably also the required ions)

into the mineralization front (Weinstock and Leblond, 1971; Kallenbach, 1973; Slavkin et al.,

1976; Warshawsky and Vugman, 1977; Smith, 1979; Nanci, 2008; Bartlett, 2013).

Immediately after the first prismless enamel layer is formed, ameloblasts start to synthesize

and secrete the specific enamel matrix proteins and the first signs of enamel mineralization

appear. The mineralization itself comprises a cooperation of proteins (amelogenin, amelo-

blastin, enamelin,etc.) of noncollagenous origin (Eastoe, 1960; Termine et al., 1980; Fincham

et al., 1982, 1983; Fukae and Tanabe, 1985, 1987), protein-degrading proteinase (enamelysin

MMP20) (Smith et al., 1989; Bartlett et al., 1996; Bartlett and Simmer, 1999; Lu et al., 2008)

and inorganic components. It was shown many times (Lowenstam and Weiner, 1985; Beniash

et al., 1997, 1999; Aizenberg et al., 2002; Addadi et al., 2003; Cölfen and Mann, 2003; Politi
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et al., 2004; Weiner et al., 2005; Crane et al., 2006) that in the biologically induced mineraliz-

ation the initial mineral phase is the one with the highest solubility regarding the composition

of supersaturated solution (following the Ostwald-Lussac law), and the final crystalline phase

will be attained passing through the less stable phases in order of increasing solubility (Mann,

2001; De Yoreo and Vekilov, 2003). The tooth mineralization is not an exception. Beniash

et al. (2009) proved that the initial mineral phase in teeth is amorphous calcium phosphate

(ACP). The ACP is more soluble then hydroxyapatite1 (HAp) (Addadi and Weiner, 1992) and

easily undergo the transformation into the crystalline form through the intermediate hydrated

phase - octacalcium phosphate (OCP) (Meyer and Eanes, 1978; Brown et al., 1987; Mathew

and Takagi, 2001; Mann, 2001; Crane et al., 2006; Habraken et al., 2013). The mechanism of

initiation and growth of the HAp crystals and their precursors is still not known. Two most

probable theories have been adopted and both are based on the assumption of presence of

supersaturated solution (Chernov, 1984; Cölfen and Mann, 2003): (i) ion-mediated accretion

called “classical theory”; and (ii) particle-mediated mesocrystals (i.e.“non-classical theory”).

The classical crystallization model presumed the first enamel layer crystals to provide the nuc-

leation sites for further mineralization. The mineralization itself is then executed by simple

ion-by-ion accretion into the pre–existing crystals (De Yoreo and Vekilov, 2003; Niederberger

and Cölfen, 2006). Crystal surface is not smooth. It consists of terraces, steps and kinks

that have a great binding affinity to the free ions. The ions adsorb to the growth surface of

the crystal, the process that is usually accompanied by the dehydration of the respective ion,

and move preferably to the kink site, where it will be firmly bound (Chernov, 1961; Mann,

2001; De Yoreo and Vekilov, 2003). The ongoing adsorption can be done layer-by-layer or

at screw dislocations, where the adsorption of particles proceeds in the spiral shape (Frank,

1949; Chernov, 1961, 1989; De Yoreo and Vekilov, 2003; Mann, 2001). On the contrary, the

non-classical theory point to the organic molecules as providers of nucleation sites where the

nanoparticle-sized amorphous minerals grow. Such a mineral precursor has an appearance of

a brick that is covered by the organic phase that inhibit further growth. These bricks then ag-

gregate onto the previous enamel layer forming a higher organized units called “mesocrystals”.

When the organic molecules are removed, individual bricks fuse and mesocrystal transforms

into the high-ordered single crystal (Cölfen and Mann, 2003; Niederberger and Cölfen, 2006).

This model is strongly supported by the observations of Robinson et al. (1981a) using a freeze-

fracture technique who proposed the existence of spherical particles composed of amelogenin

and mineral precursor present in extracellular space at the mineralization front. He further

followed and developed this idea in many others studies discussing the aggregation of mineral-

protein nanoparticles into ribbon-like units followed by disappearance of amelogenins and later

fusion and transformation of these particles into the elongated HAp crystals (Kirkham et al.,

1998; Wallwork et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 2003, 2006; Robinson, 2007). However, the usage

of freeze-fracture technique seems to create freezing artifacts around the amorphous mineral

1In mineralogy, this hydroxyl endmember of apatite group is usually named hydroxylapatite but can be also
called hydroxyapatite. In tooth research it is a custom to use the latter expression for this particular phase.
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phase instead of visualizing the protein itself (Warshawsky, 1989). Moreover, the studies of

Fincham et al. (1999) and Moradian-Oldak (2012) does not support the theory on amelogenin

nucleation precursor and coexistence of mineral-protein complexes. Followed by other studies

(Warshawsky et al., 1984; Aoba et al., 1987; Aoba and Moreno, 1991; Fincham et al., 1994,

1995; Fincham and Simmer, 1997; Fincham et al., 1998; Landis et al., 1998; Leytin et al., 1998;

Moradian-Oldak et al., 1998b,a; Fincham et al., 1999; Kirkham et al., 2000; Iijima et al., 2001;

Wallwork et al., 2001; Iijima et al., 2002; Beniash et al., 2005; Fang et al., 2011; Moradian-

Oldak, 2012), they instead proposed that amelogenin underwent a spontaneous self-assembly

process forming a nanosphere structures that squeeze between the pre-formed OCP crystals

and bind to their side faces to inhibit the crystal lateral growth and fusion, and organize the

spacing of crystals at approximately 20 nm during the amorphous mineral formation. This

can be indirectly supported by investigation of Habraken et al. (2013) who suggests another

alternative of “non-classical” model showing the spontaneous formation of pre–nucleation com-

plexes of [Ca(HPO4)3]4− with no intervention of organic molecules that polymerize into the

higher building units and then precipitate as ACP phase. In any case, amelogenin represent the

most abundant matrix protein (Termine et al., 1980; Fincham et al., 1999) that orchestrate

the mineralization and force the OCP crystals to growth only in the [001] crystallographic

direction (Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978; Warshawsky et al., 1984; Aoba et al., 1987; Aoba and

Moreno, 1991; Fincham et al., 1999; Beniash et al., 2005; Simmer et al., 2010; Margolis et al.,

2014). Ameloblastin, another enamel-specific protein, is secreted by ameloblasts together with

amelogenin in secretory granules (Moradian-Oldak, 2012). The direct function of ameloblastin

has not yet been determined. This protein may serve as a nucleator of crystallization (Bartlett

et al., 2006), may be involved in controlling of mineral formation (Nanci et al., 1998; Yamakoshi

et al., 2001; Moradian-Oldak, 2012), and may be connected with the formation of higher struc-

tural units - prisms (Uchida et al., 1997; Ravindranath et al., 2004; Moradian-Oldak, 2012;

Wald et al., 2016; Kallistová et al., 2017). Equally important in controling the elongation of

HAp crystals seems to be enamelin (Fukae and Tanabe, 1987; Fincham et al., 1999; Yamakoshi

et al., 2001; Iijima et al., 2010; Moradian-Oldak, 2012; Hu et al., 2014) and also amelotin,

the most recently described enamel-specific protein (Iwasaki et al., 2005). Secretory amelo-

blasts express also an enamelysin (MMP20) (Bartlett et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2002). It has

been demonstrated many times that this particular proteinase fragments the enamel matrix

proteins (amelogenin, enamelin and also ameloblastin) into cleavage products right after their

secretion into the extracellular space that further orchestrate the mineralization during the

secretory stage (Fincham et al., 1983; Smith et al., 1989; Bègue-Kirn et al., 1998; Ryu et al.,

1999; Bartlett and Simmer, 1999; Hu et al., 2002; Simmer and Hu, 2002; Bartlett et al., 2006;

Yamakoshi et al., 2006; Nagano et al., 2009; Moradian-Oldak, 2012) and thus this substance

is indispensable for the proper development of enamel.

From the perspective of the macro-structure of the enamel, the base part of Tomes’ process
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Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of: (i) successive inner epithelium and ectomesenchymal
cells differentiation (direction of differentiation is shown by red arrows); (ii) gradual pre–
dentine, dentine and enamel formation from coronal to apical and at the same time from
mesial to distal tooth parts; (iii) movements of ameloblasts and odontoblasts (shown by blue
arrows) within the tooth germ during amelo– and dentinogenesis (adapted from Nanci (2008)).

firstly forms the interprismatic2 enamel that serves as a cavity for later prism enamel filling

(Fig 2.5) that is produced by the distal face of Tomes’ process (Boyde, 1967; Warshawsky et al.,

1981; Warshawsky, 1985; Nanci, 2008). As the mineralization of enamel proceeds, ameloblasts

move away (Fig 2.6) from the dentine and also in groups that slide by one another and thus

produce the 3D structure of decussating enamel characteristic for individual animal species

(Kawai, 1955; Reith and Ross, 1973; Grine and Cruickshank, 1978; Boyde, 1989; Bartlett,

2013). At the end of secretory stage, the full thickness of enamel layer is established.

Transitional stage is characterized by the changes of ameloblasts morphology and reorganiz-

ation of intracellular structures. The enamel forming cells noticeably reduce its length and

loose the Tomes’ processes (Wassermann, 1944; Fleming, 1961; Reith, 1970). Nuclei still re-

main at the proximal position with less extensive Golgi complexes at its distal side. Although

the mitochondria are present in large numbers, the endoplasmic reticulum highly reduce their

amount. Cytoplasm contains free ribosomes and small spherical granules (Wassermann, 1944;

Elwood and Bernstein, 1968; Reith, 1970; Kallenbach, 1974). Also the cells of stratum inter-

medium, stellate reticulum, and outer enamel epithelium re-organize to form “papillary layer”

where the individual compartments are not distinguishable anymore (Kallenbach, 1966, 1967;

Reith, 1970; Nanci, 2008). These changes suggest the inhibition of ameloblasts matrix protein

secretion, but not its termination. Moreover, the secretion of kallikrein-4 proteinase (KLK4)

2The term “interprismatic/prismatic” enamel is used by European schools of dentistry. In North America,
the term “interrod/rod” enamel is preferred (Warshawsky, 2017).
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was detected in this stage (Hu et al., 2000; Simmer and Hu, 2002; Bartlett et al., 2006). Its

function will be described in the next paragraph. The characteristic property of transitional

ameloblast is the presence of autophagic vacuoles containing remnants of reduced organelles.

The cells that contain the higher amount of these vacuoles and move its nuclei toward the

centre part (Wassermann, 1944) usually undergo the apoptosis (Reith, 1970; Lesot et al., 1996;

Vaahtokari et al., 1996b; Joseph et al., 1999). It is believed that approximately 25% of am-

eloblasts disapear (Joseph et al., 1999; Simmer and Hu, 2002; Nanci, 2008). The final surface

“aprismatic enamel” starts to be produced during that stage. (Marsland, 1951; Warshawsky,

1971; Kallenbach, 1974).

Maturation ameloblasts remain columnar but shorter in shape with polarized nucleus and

Golgi complex beneath. Mitochondria are spread across the entire cell together with cisternae

of rough endoplasmic reticulum (Kallenbach, 1968; Reith, 1970; Josephsen and Fejerskov, 1977;

Smith, 1979). This embryonic stage is characterized by rapid and recurring changes of appear-

ance of proximal and distal cell membrane. The ruffle-ended ameloblasts with invaginations of

the surface cell membrane and tight junctional complex toward the enamel front and loose prox-

imal junction, and smooth-ended ameloblasts with no striated loose distal membrane and tight

proximal cell junction (Fig 2.5) has been observed (Warshawsky and Smith, 1974; Josephsen

and Fejerskov, 1977). The ruffle-ended cells are responsible for secretion of the enamel matrix

proteins, poteinases and ions into the mineralization front. The cells spend approximately

three quarters of the time in this particular state (Smith, 1979). The secretion of amelogenin

and ameloblastin is known to be downregulated and finaly terminated roughly in the middle of

that stage (Smith and Coates, 1998; Moradian-Oldak, 2012), however, new proteins amelotin

and odontogenic ameloblast-associated (ODAM) are produced (Iwasaki et al., 2005; Moffatt

et al., 2006a). Although, their precise function remain unclear, it is assumed that amelotin

may support the cell adhesion and promote HAp mineralization (Iwasaki et al., 2005; Lacruz

et al., 2012; Ganss and Abbarin, 2014; Abbarin et al., 2015), and ODAM could regulate the

expression of MMP-20 during the transition and maturation embryonic stage (Ganss and Ab-

barin, 2014). As was postulated in previous paragraph, MMP-20 processes the amelogenin

and also ameloblastin and enamelin into stable intermediate cleavage products. In addition,

the kallikrein-4 (Klk-4) proteinase is produced by maturation ameloblasts to further cleave the

products resulting from MMP-20 action (Smith et al., 1989; Hu et al., 2002; Ryu et al., 2002;

Simmer and Hu, 2002; Lu et al., 2008; Nagano et al., 2009; Bartlett, 2013; Margolis et al.,

2014). This process allow the ion accretion on the sides of crystal as the inhibiting amelogenin

was removed and thus the thickening of HAp and hardening of enamel take place (Robinson

et al., 1989, 1990; Robinson, 2014). Not only the protein debris has to be exported out of

the mineralization front (Nanci and Smith, 1992). As was mentioned above, the accretion

of HPO2−
4 and/or H2PO−4 ions onto the crystal surface is accompanied by the release of H

protons. Thus, at least 8 protons are present in the extracellular matrix as a consequence of
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one HAp unit cell production (Simmer and Fincham, 1995; Smith, 1998; Simmer et al., 2010):

10Ca2+ + 6HPO2−
4 + 2H2O 
 Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 + 8H+ (2.1)

The pH of extracellular matrix is settled at 7.2 across the secretory stage and at the beginning of

maturation (Sasaki et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1996). As the protons are released into the enamel

fluids between mineralization front and ameloblasts, the pH is gradually lowered to the very

acidic levels (5.8 - 6.0) (Sasaki et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1996). If the drop of pH is not stopped,

the growth of HAp will be reversed or the subsequent deposition of ions will be inhibited or

different type of calcium phosphate phase will be formed preferentially. During the secretory

stage, buffering of the system is ensured by one of the amelogenin cleavage product that

absorb the hydrogen ions and take it away from extracellular matrix through the ameloblast

and stratum intermedium (Simmer and Fincham, 1995; Smith and Coates, 1998). However,

the secretion of amelogenin is strongly suppressed and then terminated during maturation so

such a system is not sufficient in that case. It is important to note that pH fluctuations are

associated with the changes of ameloblasts appearance. The secretion of proteins and ions

by ruffle-ended cell leads to the mineral formation and also gradual decrease of pH. When

transformed to the smooth-ended ameloblast the pH returns back to the neutral level (Sasaki

et al., 1991; Smith et al., 1996; Josephsen et al., 2010). This behaviour supports the observation

that the ruffle-ended cell produce a carbonic anhydrase, enzyme that catalyse the conversion

of carbon dioxide and water into the bicarbonate HCO−3 and hydrogen proton (or vice versa)

(Lin et al., 1994; Simmer and Fincham, 1995; Smith and Coates, 1998; Moffatt et al., 2006a;

Smith, 2006):

H2O + CO2 
 H2CO3 
 HCO−3 +H+ (2.2)

Thus, the bicarbonate is secreted by ruffle-ended cell into the mineralization front, combined

with H+ and then in form of carbonic acid goes through the smooth-ended loose proximal

membrane, where proceeded intracellulary, and finally the hydrogen proton is released through

the papillary layer into the blood circulation (Smith and Coates, 1998; Simmer et al., 2010).

This buffering system might be accompanied by the control flow of hydrogen ions through the

cell membrane using H+-ATPases (Garant et al., 1987; Sasaki et al., 1988; Lin et al., 1994;

Moradian-Oldak, 2012).

Another important question has to be presented: How the ions needed for mineral phase form-

ation are transported into the mineralization front? Two mechanisms are known for passage

of ions through the ameloblast membrane: (i) passive ion diffusion and (ii) active transport

(Smith and Coates, 1998). The former is implemented by the smooth-ended ameloblasts and

their loose and leaky proximal membrane (for example: intracellulary directed sodium gradient

2 Na+ in 
 Ca2+ out) (Crenshaw and Takano, 1982; Bawden, 1989). This mechanism does

not require an energy addition. On the contrary, the ruffle-ended cells use their striated side to

control the ion transport using the activity of specialized ATPases (ii) that actively pump ions
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through the membrane (Garant and Sasaki, 1986; Garant et al., 1987; Bawden, 1989; Takano,

1995; Zaki et al., 1996; Smith and Coates, 1998; Moradian-Oldak, 2012).

At the end of maturation stage, when the enamel is almost mature, approximately 25% of

ameloblasts dies via apoptosis (Smith and Warshawsky, 1977). The remaining ameloblasts and

the papillary layer cells become cuboidal with centrally-located nucleus, and create together a

“reduced enamel organ” that cover and protect the mature enamel until tooth eruption, when

the reduced enamel fuses with oral epithelium to be part of the formation of the junctional

oral epithelium (Smith and Warshawsky, 1977; Shibata et al., 1995; Smith and Coates, 1998;

Nanci, 2008).

2.2 Mature Enamel: from nano-sized units to complex

macrostructure

Mature enamel is composed of approximately 95-96% of mineral phase, 3-4% water, and 1-2%

residual organic matter (LeFevre and Manly, 1932; Deakins and Volker, 1941; Elliott, 1964)

and represents the hardest material in the bodies of animals. In this section, the mature

enamel will be described through its hierarchical structure and its increasing complexity and

scale. Each structural level will be characterized not only as a systematic unit but also where

possible by its chemical and crystallographic properties that all together might influence the

final mechanical properties and might outline the aspects of mammalian evolution. According

to Koenigswald and Clemens (1992) five interdependent structural levels are distinguishable:

(i) crystal; (ii) prism; (iii) enamel type; (iv) schmelzmuster, and (v) dentition. According to

my observations, I would like to add one more structural level namely the crystallite.

2.2.1 Crystallite

In general, dislocations and other lattice imperfections subdivide the mineral crystal into smal-

ler domains. These domains thus represent the smallest units of the crystal that have exactly

the same inner structure when compared with one another, and are known as a crystallites (i.e.

the smallest coherently scattering domains as defined by Ungár et al. (2005), or incoherently

diffracting domains in a sense that they diffract incoherently one to another as described by

Balzar (1996)). As Cuisinier et al. (1990) showed, the structural defects are present within

fetal enamel crystals. So, it is no surprise that crystallites also represent the basic building

units of enamel (Lowenstam and Weiner, 1989).

The shape of crystallites is usually described as a flattened hexagon roughly 25 nm thick and

70 nm long (Nylen et al., 1963; Frazier, 1968; Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978; Xue et al., 2013).

However, Warshawsky (1987, 1989) presumed the rhomboidal cross-sectional shape of these

units. Crystallite size seems to positively depend on the content of carbonate (Baig et al.,

1999). As mentioned in previous paragraph, several types of lattice imperfections, such as
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screw dislocations and grain boundaries, were observed in the fetal crystals (Cuisinier et al.,

1990). The amount of structural defects called “microstrain” can be determine by X-ray powder

diffraction. Two different values of average microstrain of human mature enamel was measured:

4 × 10−6% (Xue et al., 2013) and 9.7 × 10−4 (Baig et al., 1999). Its increased values correlate

with high carbonate that might serve as a main factor controlling the solubility of carbonated

apatites (Baig et al., 1999). Moreover, Gordon et al. (2015) and Gordon and Joester (2015)

assumed that the magnesium substituted amorphous calcium phosphate containing impurities

of residual organic matter, carbonate ions and possibly water is located at the grain boundaries

of crystallites and might positively affect the resistance of enamel against the acid environment

and its hardness.

2.2.2 Crystal

The enamel mineral phase is purely non-stochiometric carbonated hydroxyapatite (Elliott,

1964; Young, 1974; Elliott et al., 1985) with space group P63/m, and lattice parameters a =

9.431–9.459 and c = 6.869–6.884 [Å] (Glas and Omnell, 1960; Elliott, 1964; Young and Mackie,

1980; Elliott, 1994; Wilson et al., 1999; Xue et al., 2013). Al-Jawad et al. (2007) investigated

the variations of lattice parameters as a function of position within enamel. They showed the

systematic increasing of both lattice parameters from EDJ towards the tooth surface. The only

exception was the bucal side of tooth were the lowest values of both parameters were observed

over the entire enamel width. The HAp crystals are irregular flattened hexagons (Nylen et al.,

1963) usually described as ribbon-like crystals (Warshawsky and Nanci, 1982; Daculsi et al.,

1984). The non-ideal shape is probably caused by a press against adjacent crystals during

maturation thickening. Whereas the width of crystals has not yet been measured, their length

is believed to cross the entire width of the enamel, i.e. the crystals probably run from the

initial enamel layer that lays on the EDJ to the enamel surface aprismatic layer (Daculsi and

Kerebel, 1978; Warshawsky and Nanci, 1982) within the prisms (detailed description in the

next paragraph). Furthermore, individual crystals also may spin into the spiral (Warshawsky,

1989).

The mean unit cell chemical formula can be summarized as Ca13.9Na10.1Mg10.02Ca25.6Na20.1

Mg20.03(PO4)5.5(CO3)0.5(OH)1.8 (Michel et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 1999). It is evident that

the ion substitutions are present in enamel in large extent (Elliott, 1964; Shaw and Yen, 1972;

Eanes, 1979; Robinson et al., 1995; Simmer and Fincham, 1995; de Dios Teruel et al., 2015).

Also the presence of trace elements (Zn, Sr, Fe, Al, B, Ba, Pb, Ni, Li, Hg, etc.) was detected

(Kang et al., 2004; He and Swain, 2008; de Dios Teruel et al., 2015). The most preferential

substitution (approximately 30%) take place at the hydroxyl structural position inside the

channels (Young, 1975). Fluoro-hydroxyapatite is the more stable phase than pure hydroxy-

or fluoro-representative (Moreno et al., 1974) but the most abundant substituent in hydroxyl

position is carbonate group (almost 10-15% of its total enamel amount) (Elliott, 1964, 1965;

Elliott et al., 1985). This so-called A-site substitution must be accompanied by replacement
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of calcium ion by sodium or potassium, or one of the adjacent OH position must be vacant

(Elliott, 1964, 1973). It was shown many times (Little and Brudevold, 1958; Hiller et al., 1975;

Robinson et al., 1979; Cole and Eastoe, 2014; Aoba and Moreno, 1990) that the amount of

carbonate anions are most abundant near the EDJ and gradually decrease toward the enamel

surface. Early enamel crystals have relatively large surface area and preferentially uptake

carbonate together with magnesium and fluoride (Hiller et al., 1975; Weatherell et al., 1975,

1977; Robinson et al., 1981b; Aoba and Moreno, 1990; Robinson et al., 1995). This leads to

the enrichment of those ions close to the EDJ parts (Hiller et al., 1975; Weatherell et al., 1975,

1977; Shaw and Yen, 1972). The carbonate and magnesium have tendency to inhibit the proper

Infobox: Geological Hydroxyapatite

Space group: P63/m
Lattice parameters (Carlström, 1955; Posner et al., 1958; Kay et al., 1964): a = 9.421,
c = 6.881 [Å]
Chemical formula: Ca1IX2 Ca2V II3 (PO4)3OH
Substitutions (McConnell, 1973; Roy et al., 1978; Elliott, 1994; Pan, 2002; Pasero et al.,
2010):

• Ca2+ 
 Fe2+, Mn2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, etc.

• P5+ 
 Si4+, S6+, As3+,5+

• OH− 
 F−, Cl−, O2−

Crystal structure (Carlström, 1955; Posner et al., 1958; Elliott, 1964; Eanes, 1979):

The calcium in the first position (Ca1) forms a polyhedron with 9 surrounding oxygens.
Always one or two of these oxygens are shared with P, forming PO4 polyhedron, and
simultaneously links the Ca1 ions together. This grouping representing the hexagonal
framework is an essential feature of the basic apatite structure. The second calcium
position is seven-fold coordinated. Three sites of this type forms equilateral triangles
that are placed at 1/4 and 3/4 of unit-cell height and mutually rotated by 180°.
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crystallization (Elliott, 1964; Xu et al., 2012) and might help to preferentially form the ACP

and/or OCP phases. On the contrary, the fluoride increase the crystallinity of enamel HAp

(Frazier et al., 1967). This discrepancy was also proven in vivo by LeGeros (1990) and Siew

et al. (1992). The A-site type carbonate substitution causes an remarkable expansion of the

a lattice parameter (Carlström, 1955; Trautz, 1960; Elliott, 1964) comparing to the geological

hydroxyapatite (see Infobox). According to Elliott et al. (1985) the B-site occupancy where

CO2−
3 replace the phosphate group covers around 85–90% of all enamel carbonates. This

replacement is compensated by sodium substitution into one of the calcium positions (LeGeros

et al., 1971; Wilson et al., 1999; Chickerur et al., 1980). Also this type of substitution affect the

crystal structure namely the contraction of the a lattice parameter together with expansion

of c axis (LeGeros, 1965; Chickerur et al., 1980) and also the solubility of the enemal apatite

(Nelson et al., 1983, 1989; Baig et al., 1999). Moreover, the overall carbonate content show

a negative correlation with mechanical properties such as hardness and Young modulus (Xu

et al., 2012). Incorporation of potassium is uniform over the entire enamel (Shaw and Yen,

1972). Usually small amount of HPO2−
4 replace the PO3−

4 with increasing trend from EDJ to

the enamel surface (Simmer and Fincham, 1995).

The unique composition, crystallographic qualities and the fact that enamel is composed of

large number of small crystals, which are not firmly connected together, give the enamel a very

high elasticity (Cole and Eastoe, 2014). Moreover, the orientation of crystals within the higher

structural levels (prisms) indicates the possible effect of such arrangement on the unrivalled

enamel mechanical properties.

2.2.3 Prism

Prisms are rod-shaped structures on average 4-5 microns in diameter (Fig 2.7c,f) that are

composed of the equally oriented crystals, i.e. the c-axis of all of the crystals run parallel

with the direction of the prism (Elliott, 1964; Meckel et al., 1965; Boyde, 1967; Cevc et al.,

1980; Weiner and Lowenstam, 1986; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Nanci and Smith, 1992;

Robinson et al., 1995). Prisms generally pass through the enamel perpendicularly to the EDJ

and the surface area (Osborn, 1968). Arrangement of the crystals within the prisms and the

almost horizontal order of the prisms produce the highly textured appearance of the tooth.

This so-called preferred orientation of crystals follows its c-axis direction (i.e. 002 reflection)

(Elliott, 1964; Al-Jawad et al., 2007; Xue et al., 2013) that is more or less perpendicular

to the EDJ/surface depending on the decussation level (see below). These structures prob-

ably evolved independently at least in two separate mammalian lineages in the upper Jurassic

(Lester and von Koenigswald, 1989) and late Early Cretaceous (Fosse et al., 1985; Krause

and Carlson, 1985). Prisms are usually covered by the thin layer of the residues of organic

matter and water called “sheaths” (Boyde, 1967; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Maas and

Dumont, 1999). Moreover, individual prisms are usually separated by “interprismatic” enamel

(IPM) (Fig 2.7c,f). The chemical composition and crystallographic properties are the same for
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both prisms and IPM, the only difference is in the orientation of the crystals. Interprismatic

enamel crystals are arranged more randomly and do not orient preferentially their c-axis in

a particular direction (Cevc et al., 1980; Fejerskov and Thylstrup, 1986; Nanci and Smith,

1992). Based on the cross-sections of the prisms, which supposedly are determined by the

shape of Tomes’ processes during the embryonic development (Boyde, 1964, 1965, 1968; Nanci

and Warshawsky, 1984), and their surrounding structures, the three main prism types has been

established (Boyde, 1964; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992). Prisms (i) with opened sheaths

on one side seperated by thick areas of IPM. This arrangement is believed to be the most

primitive known mammalian prism type typical for early tribosphenic mammals (Lester and

von Koenigswald, 1989). Circular prisms (ii) with complete/closed sheaths and well developed

IPM was described as a second type characteristic for Perissodactyla, Cetartiodactyla and

Marsupialia (Boyde, 1967). Horseshoe and/or key-hole shaped patterns (iii) are considered as

the most derived structures that evolved independently in Primates, Proboscidea and Carni-

vora (Meckel et al., 1965; Boyde, 1967; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992). Koenigswald and

Clemens (1992) highlighted the fact that the enamel is usually not uniformly composed of just

one prism type, contrary the variation in individual prism cross-sections might be of great

significance. For example, pattern (ii) and more derived pattern (iii) were both found in the

Rhesus monkeys and also human teeth (Boyde, 1967). Moreover, the disagreements remain in

the characterization of IPM at the prism type (iii). Swancar et al. (1970), Warshawsky et al.

(1981), and Warshawsky (1996) suggest the presence of continuous network of IPM in more

evolutionary derived teeth, whereas other studies describe the key-hole shaped prisms to have

a tail-like extensions (Chase, 1927; Meckel et al., 1965) that fill the entire space between the

prisms with no evidence of IPM (Höhling, 1963; Meckel et al., 1965; Koenigswald and Clemens,

1992).

2.2.4 Enamel Type

Clusters of prisms with the same or at least similar orientation within the enamel are described

as “enamel type”. According to Koenigswald and Clemens (1992) four different enamel types

can be distinguished: (i) radial enamel, (ii) tangential enamel, (iii) decussation, and (iv) ir-

regular decussation. However, two other enamel types were recognized in Marsupialia as two

distinct examples of decussation (Young et al., 1990; Koenigswald, 1994, 2000): (v) zipper

enamel and (vi) border zone. All enamel types are independent of prism pattern and can

be composed of prisms with incomplete, complete and/or key-hole cross-sections (Maas and

Dumont, 1999).

All prisms of radial enamel are more or less parallel to one another and oriented roughly

vertical from EDJ towards the surface, although the slope might slightly vary through the

length of the prism (Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Koenigswald, 2000). Inteprismatic crys-

tals are oriented in arbitrary angle relative to the prisms, i.e. from almost parallel, which is

typical for primitive animal species, to the right angles at a more derived lineages (Lester and
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von Koenigswald, 1989; Koenigswald, 2000). This particular type is considered as the earli-

est known prismatic enamel found at almost all Mesozoic mammals (Clemens, 1997; Sander,

1997; Wood and Stern, 1997) and as a dominant (or the only) type in placental mammals of

small body size (e.g. Eulipotyphla) (Koenigswald, 2000). Only few large mammals have radial

enamel as a predominant type Koenigswald et al. (1987); Pfretzschner (1994), but almost all

placental’s teeth consist of this particular enamel together with other type such as deccusa-

tion (Koenigswald, 2000), which leads to the assumption that the radial enamel is of great

significance for the most of the groups. This is due to the optimal perpendicular orientation

of the prisms at the occlusal surface that minimize the effect of abrasion (Rensberger and

Von Koenigswald, 1980; Boyde and Fortelius, 1986; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Koenig-

swald, 2000) thereby ensuring a longer lifespan of the tooth. On the other hand, straight

boundaries of prisms enable easier distribution of fractures (Boyde, 1976; Rasmussen et al.,

1976; Zhang et al., 2007).

Tangential enamel is similar to the previous one as regards the parallel arrangement of the

prisms, but with a strong lateral deviation (even more than 70° from the vertical line) with

the adjacent IPM crystals oriented in approximately right angles (Koenigswald and Clemens,

1992; Koenigswald, 2000). In highly derived lineages, the prisms might be located in strictly

horizontal disposition (i.e. parallel to the occlusal surface) (Koenigswald, 2000). These changes

in prism direction result in preventing the crack propagation (Koenigswald and Pascual, 1990).

Tangential type is not known to be the only arrangement across the enamel layer. It is mostly

accompanied by the radial enamel that is considered to be its evolutionary predecessor (Koenig-

swald and Pascual, 1990; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Koenigswald, 1997a).

As was indicated in previous sections ( 2.1.3; 2.2.3 ), each ameloblast forms one enamel prism

(Warshawsky et al., 1981; Warshawsky, 1985). In more derived animal species the ameloblasts

are united into groups (e.g. 6–8 in humans) that make appropriate number of prisms (War-

shawsky, 1985; Hanaizumi et al., 1996; Warshawsky, 2017). When the ameloblasts move away

from the dentine during the secretory stage these groups slide and twist by one another and

produce the deccusation pattern (Reith and Ross, 1973; Skobe and Prostak, 1995; Bartlett,

2013) that is displayed as mutually differently oriented groups of prisms (Fig 2.7b,d,e) in enamel

macrostucture (Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Koenigswald and Sander, 1997; Koenigswald,

2000). The prisms within each group remain within that group as they run from their origin

at the EDJ in more or less straight direction to the enamel surface and the individual groups

are separated by interprismatic layer (Warshawsky, 1985; Warshawsky and Smith, 1971; War-

shawsky, 2017). This enamel type is sometimes referred to as “Hunter-Schreger bands” (HSB)

(Kawai, 1955; Koenigswald et al., 1987; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Hanaizumi et al.,

1996; Koenigswald, 2000; Lynch et al., 2010), an optical phenomenon, which is caused by

different refractive properties of unequally oriented adjacent groups (Hunter, 1778; Schreger,

1800; Koenigswald and Pfretzschner, 1987; Maas and Dumont, 1999). The evolution of decus-

sation was probably connected with the effort to reduce or even stop the crack propagation
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within the enamel in animals that use greater pressures during food processing (Pfretzschner,

1988; Koenigswald and Martin, 1984; Rensberger, 1995), which is associated with the increase

of body size (Koenigswald et al., 1987; Maas and O’Leary, 1996; Koenigswald, 1997b). It

evolved probably from different kinds of radial enamel and in different mammalian lineages

concurrently. Koenigswald et al. (1987) indicated that this particular enamel type is present

in teeth of almost all large mammals since the early Palaeocene and that the different patterns

of Hunter-Schreger bands were found in carnivores and herbivores. The similar observation

was made much earlier by Kawai (1955) postulating the carnivore, primate, ungulate and ro-

dent decussation type. Also notable exceptions have been found (Koenigswald, 1988) in recent

whales having poor or no decussation pattern. As the primitive whales is known to contain the

HSB (Sahni, 1981), this phenomenon might be explained by significant reduction of this pat-

tern in later whales due to dental pressure relief of non-occluding teeth (Rensberger, 2000). In

material such as enamel having high level of stiffness and hardness that tend to fracture easily,

the ability to direct and mutually cross the prisms in such a manner to resist propagation of

fractures seems to be of great significance. Moreover, the degree of density of HSB packing

within the tooth is also related to the magnitude of applied stresses (Maas, 1986; Rensberger,

1993; Lynch et al., 2010).

Irregular decussation is characterized by crossing of individual prisms or their groups in seem-

ingly chaotic and disordered structures (Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992; Koenigswald, 2000).

This enamel type developed from various modifications of HSB (Koenigswald and Clemens,

1992) and is usually located in a specific area of certain teeth types together with radial enamel

(Koenigswald, 2000).

I would like to include a review about mechanical properties of enamel in this section ( 2.2.4 ).

Considering the indentation testing at enamel cross-sections (i.e. not perpendicularly to the

enamel surface), the summary results reflect more the behaviour of different enamel types

and/or of the lower structural levels than the overall properties of enamel. It is necessary

to take into consideration that Braly et al. (2007) suggested no difference between hardness

and Young modulus depending on the prism orientation. On the contrary, many other studies

have obtained higher values of these two parameters perpendicularly to the prism (Staines and

Robinson, 1981; Habelitz et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2014). All previously performed indentation

experiments on enamel show the increasing trend of Young modulus (approximately from 80

to 90 GPa3,4) and hardness (approximately from 2.5 to 5.0 GPa4,5) with distance from EDJ

(Craig et al., 1961; Staines and Robinson, 1981; Cuy et al., 2002; Park et al., 2008; He and

Swain, 2008; Halgaš et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014). It was concluded by He and Swain

(2008) and Xie et al. (2008) that the possible mechanism responsible for the unique enamel

mechanical properties is its complex hierarchical structure and the presence of residual organic

matter. Similar findings were described by An et al. (2012) showing the ability of inner enamel

parts that are richer in proteins comparing to outer enamel to break more protein chains to

3measured on human molar
4the value depend on the location within teeth and on the instrumentation technique
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absorb the external energies and thereby increase the resistance to fracture.

2.2.5 Schmelzmuster

The radial enamel evolved during the Late Triassic and the Jurassic (Clemens, 1997; Sander,

1997; Wood and Stern, 1997). Later, during the first epochs of the Paleogene and the Qua-

ternary, more complex enamel types were developed as a response to the teeth higher pressure

demands (Koenigswald, 2000; Tabuce et al., 2007). The perpendicular direction of prisms of

primitive radial enamel enables a great resistance against tooth wear but not against crack

propagation. On the other hand, tangential and/or decussation pattern prevents cracking but

cannot provide an optimal shield against abrasion. This seems to be the driving factor why

the more derived enamel types did not completely replace the primitive radial enamel but

developed in combination with it forming a schmelzmuster (Koenigswald, 1980; Koenigswald

and Clemens, 1992) that ensures the teeth both the protection against abrasion together with

a lesser degree of fracture propagation. The placement of different enamel types within one

tooth as well as the number of different layers reflect the food specialization and mastication

demands (i.e. the biomechanical requirements) (Koenigswald, 1980, 1982; Koenigswald and

Clemens, 1992). As was indicated above ( 2.2.4; paragraph: radial enamel), the combination

of radial enamel with other enamel types (i.e. tangential, HSB and irregular decussation) is

a common phenomenon, where the radial pattern is usually located in the outer portion of

enamel and the more derived types form the inner tooth parts (Warshawsky and Smith, 1971;

Koenigswald and Pascual, 1990; Rensberger, 2000).

2.2.6 Dentition

The development of heterodonty that had been established in the Jurassic (Lillegraven et al.,

1979) is a good example of adaptive modifications of the dentition. These modifications reflect

the functional demands of the mammals such as types of food, grooming, digging and fighting

resulting in the formation of diverse shapes of tooth (Osborn, 1907; Butler, 2000). Also the

individual mammalian species of the same family exhibit morphological distinctions of tooth

and crown types (Rensberger, 1973; Janis and Fortelius, 1988; Jernvall et al., 2000; Lucas and

Peters, 2000). These distinctions include not only the combination of various enamel types,

their particular location within the tooth (Koenigswald et al., 1987; Koenigswald, 1988) and

their individual orientation as well as the orientation of IPM crystals (Wahlert and Koenig-

swald, 1985), but also the diversification of the mutual arrangement of the cusp shape (Hunter

and Jernvall, 1995; Jernvall, 1995).
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Chapter 3

Minipig as an Animal Model

The usage of Sus scrofa domestica as an experimental animal model has been expanded during

last two decades into the many biomedical research fields [e.g. (Fodor et al., 1994; Gerrity et al.,

2001; Paterson et al., 2002; Sun and Takashi, 2003; Geffrotin et al., 2004; Larsen and Rolin,

2004; Ikeda et al., 2005; Imai et al., 2006; Nunoya et al., 2007; Patterson et al., 2008; Baxa

et al., 2013; Planska et al., 2015) and many others]. Comparing to rodents, dogs and other

widely used animal species, the pigs are more appropriate experimental model for humans due

to their anatomical, physiological, pathophysiological, and developmental resemblance and also

their similar immune response and high chromosome structure homology (Book and Bustad,

1974; Hughes, 1986; Swindle et al., 1992, 1994; Pracy et al., 1998; Schook et al., 2005; Lunney,

2007; Vodicka et al., 2008; Litten-Brown et al., 2010; McAnulty, 2011). The advantages of

using miniature type are not only in smaller size and lower weight providing an easier handling

and lower cost of breeding, feed and medicaments but also in slower growth during experiments

(Lunney, 2007; Litten-Brown et al., 2010).

3.1 Minipig in Bone and Dental Research

The minipig model is widely used for bone research because of its close relationship to the

structure, mineral density, mechanism of remodelling cycle and the rate of tissue regeneration

of the human bones (Mosekilde et al., 1987; Aerssens et al., 1998; Turner, 2001; Ma et al.,

2009). Recently, the main research direction is focused on the bone disease such as osteoporosis

(Mosekilde et al., 1993; Boyce et al., 1995) and osseointegration of bone or dental implants (Ko

et al., 2002, 2003; Jensen et al., 2011; Mardas et al., 2014; Stricker et al., 2014). Similarly, the

teeth experiments on minipigs are targeting on the clinical research. There is a great interest

on studying stem cells originated from tooth pulp or dental papilla to attain the creation of

new dental implant materials and/or to grow new teeth or regenerate the old ones (Sonoyama

et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007; Zheng et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2010; Litten-Brown et al., 2010).
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3.2. LIBĚCHOV BREED

However, the aspects of tooth development and gene expression are more frequently studied in

the human or rodent model (almost all citations that were used in previous chapter - 2) than

in the pigs (Robinson et al., 1987; Kirkham et al., 1988; McKee et al., 1991; Buchtová et al.,

2012; Wang et al., 2014b).

The minipig (or generaly pig) is an omnivore with two generations of teeth - deciduous and

permanent (called “dyphyodontia”) that no longer grow after an eruption (“brachyodontia”).

Moreover, its jaws contain various tooth types (“heterodontia”) and perform both chewing and

biting movements (Weaver et al., 1962; Štemb́ırek et al., 2012). It would appear that minipig

is a suitable animal model for dental research (Fejerskov, 1979). However, it is also important

to consider other aspects like evolutionary status that might result in different developmental

mechanism as I show in my study (see Chapter 7) (Kallistová et al., 2017). The dental formula

of deciduous/permanent dentition is i3, c1, p3/ I3, C1, P3(4), M35 (Weaver et al., 1969; Tonge

and McCance, 1973). The first premolar can sometimes be missing in permanent dentition

(Tonge and McCance, 1973; Ide et al., 2013) and might be referred to as a retained deciduous

with no permanent follower (Weaver et al., 1969; Wang et al., 2007). The successive mechanism

of tooth calcification, eruption and replacement is shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.2 Liběchov Breed

For different experimental purposes, various breeds of miniature pig have been developed by

deliberate selection. The most commonly used breeds are the Göttingen, Yucatan, Hanford,

Bama, Yorkshire, and Sinclair (Hormel). The Liběchov minipigs (housed in Institute of An-

imal Physiology and Genetics of the CAS, Liběchov, Czech Republic) were originally mixed by

Hormel and Göttingen6 boars and sows imported from Hormel Institute (University of Min-

nesota) and Institute for Animal Breeding and Genetics (University of Göttingen, Germany)

in 1967. In subsequent years, several additional Göttingen boars had been brought to control

through the continuous selection the body shape, animal health, white skin color enabling the

study of epidermal stem cells (Motĺık et al., 2007), and to increase the average litter size (about

6-10 piglets). The sexual maturity of individuals is reached at approximately 4–5 months of

age when the average weight is around 12–15 kg. The life expectancy of Liběchov minipigs is

unknown as they are kept for 8 years maximum but the original breeds (Hormel and Göttin-

gen) normally live for 12–15 years, however, individuals that reached up to 20 years are not

exceptional. The weight of adult individuals vary between 40-120 kg (Vodička et al., 2005;

Baxa et al., 2013; Schramke et al., 2015).

5Commonly used notation: lowercase letters indicate deciduous teeth, capital letters permanent ones. i,I -
incisor, c,C - canine, p,P - premolar, M - molar.

6These minipigs were developed by crossing the Minnesota miniature pig, Vietnamese potbelly swine, and
German Landrace. The Göttingen minipigs are characterized by a small body size (30-40 kg), white skin color
and good fertility (Bollen and Ellegaard, 1997; Schramke et al., 2015).
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3.2. LIBĚCHOV BREED

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of minipig permanent dentition development according
to Weaver et al. (1969); Tonge and McCance (1973); Li (1993); Oltramari et al. (2007); Wang
et al. (2007); Ide et al. (2013); Kallistová et al. (2017). Uncolored teeth represent the deciduous
predecessors of permanent dentition.
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Chapter 4

X-ray Powder Diffraction: a

Powerfull Tool for Determining

the Crystal Microstructure

In this chapter, I briefly summarize the theory of the extraction of microstructural parameters

of crystalline materials from powder diffraction data. Section 4.1 provides an overview of

general approximations for pure line profile analyses followed by a section 4.2 in which I

highlight the main approaches of crystallite size and microstrain determination.

The crystalline material microstructure (also described in 2.2.1) refers to (i) the size of the

smallest coherently diffracting domains called crystallites, which does not necessarily corres-

pond to the grain/particle size and are smaller than the micrometer (Warren, 1941; Stokes

and Wilson, 1944) and to (ii) the lattice imperfections such as dislocations, which destroy the

long-range order of the crystal structure, and planar defects (Warren, 1959; Klimánek, 1988;

Gubicza and Ungár, 2007). Also the contribution of point defects (substitutions, vacancies

and interstitials) are sometimes assigned to the microstructural phenomenon (Balzar, 1993,

1999). These physical properties of the crystalline material cause a significant broadening of

the diffraction peaks (Scherrer, 1918; Stokes and Wilson, 1944) and can be described by the

convolution of participating profile contributions (Warren, 1959; Gubicza and Ungár, 2007):

IPP = IS ∗ ID ∗ IPD (4.1)

where IS is the crystallite size, ID dislocation and IPD planar defects profile.

However, peak broadening of the diffraction profile h(x) results not only from the material

physical properties f(x) but is combined with the instrumental contribution to the profile

shape g(x) at discrete diffraction angle (Jones, 1938; Stokes, 1948; Taupin, 1973; Klug and
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4.1. EXTRACTION OF THE PURE LINE PROFILE

Alexander, 1974):

h(x)2θ =

ˆ +∞

−∞
g(x)2θf(t− x)2θdx+ background (4.2)

where g(x) is a convolution of wavelength distribution ω and geometric instrumental aberrations

γ:

g(x)2θ = (ω ∗ γ)2θ (4.3)

The above equations clearly shows that the extraction of f(x) form h(x) is indispensable step

for calculating the crystallite size and microstrain.

4.1 Extraction of the Pure Line Profile

Many different methods have been adopted to separate the pure diffraction profile character-

izing the microstructural material properties. In this section two methods most commonly

applied to X-ray powder diffraction data will be described.

4.1.1 Fourier Transform Method

This method was firstly introduced by Stokes (1948). He assumed that using Fourier transforms

theorem (Fourier, 1822) the individual contributions to the diffraction profile can be rewritten

as:

f(x) =

+∞∑
−∞

F (t) exp(−2πixn)

g(x) =

+∞∑
−∞

G(t) exp(−2πixn)

h(x) =

+∞∑
−∞

H(t) exp(−2πixn)

(4.4)

where n represents the harmonic number (given by Euler’s integral representation: Hn =´ 1
0

1−xn
1−x dx). Substituting the expressions for g(x) and h(x) from 4.4 into equation 4.1, neglect-

ing the background term, and changing the limits ε from ±∞ to ± 1
2ε (the minimum values of

ε beyond which the intensity is equal to zero), we obtain:

f(x) =
∑
t

H(t)

εG(t)
exp

(
−2πixt

ε

)
(4.5)

This equation allows us to gain the physically broadened profile f(x) from the experimental data

h(x) without the need to evaluate the peak-profile shape. However, the peak overlaps, small

microstructure–induced broadening, incorrectly adjusted background, and/or poor sample and

standard preparation might lead to the unstable and inaccurate solutions (Delhez et al., 1986;
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4.1. EXTRACTION OF THE PURE LINE PROFILE

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of full width at half maximum intensity (FWHM) of the
peak profile.

Balzar, 1993, 1999).

4.1.2 Simplified Methods

Simplified methods are based on the determination of the overall width of the peak profile

at half maximum of its intensity measured above the background (FWHM, Fig. 4.1) or the

determination of integral breadth (Iβ), which is defined as the integrated peak profile intensity

(I(x)2θ) divided by the peak height (I(x)p) (Klug and Alexander, 1974):

Iβ =
1

I(x)p

ˆ
I(x)2θd(x)2θ (4.6)

The peak profile assessment can be achieved using several analytical functions. Originally, the

two most commonly used were the Gaussian (Klug and Alexander, 1974):

I(x)2θ = I(x)p exp

(
−π x

2
2θ

I2βG

)
(4.7)

where βG is the integral breadth obtained by Gaussian function approximation, and the

Cauchy7:

I(x)2θ =
I(x)p

I2βC
π2 + x22θ

(4.8)

where βC is the integral breadth obtained by Cauchy function approximation. Using the

notation of integral breadths of all contributors to the observed diffraction profile f(x), g(x)

7Also known as the Lorentz distribution function.
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4.1. EXTRACTION OF THE PURE LINE PROFILE

and h(x) as βf(x), βh(x) and βg(x), we can rewrite the convolution integral( 4.2) for all Gaussian

and Cauchy profiles as follows (Klug and Alexander, 1974):

β
2f(x)
G = β

2h(x)
G − β2g(x)

G

β
f(x)
C = β

h(x)
C − βg(x)C

(4.9)

All the above mentioned relationships hold at the same form also for FWHM.

According to Klug and Alexander (1974), the pure Gaussian and Cauchy profiles are not

sufficient to describe the observed peak profiles measured by conventional X-ray diffractomet-

ers. Moreover, the effect of crystallite size seems to produce the peak broadening of Cauchy

shape function and the lattice microstrain distribution is more Gauss-like. Therefore, the

Voigt function and its approximations (pseudo-Voigt and sometimes Pearson VII (Hall et al.,

1977; Howard and Snyder, 1989)) are more suitable for such a purpose. The Voigt function, a

convolution of Cauchy (fC) and Gauss (fG) functions (Voigt, 1912),

I(x)2θ = I(x)p

ˆ +∞

−∞
fC(x)2θfG(t− x)2θdx2θ (4.10)

provides a good interpretation of diffraction profile (Langford, 1978; Langford et al., 1988).

Integral breadth of the Voigt function is satisfactory expressed as (Halder and Wagner, 1966;

Balzar, 1993, 1999):

β2f(x) = β
f(x)
C βf(x) + β

2f(x)
G (4.11)

The pseudo-Voigt function, a linear combination of Cauchy and Gauss functions instead of

convolution, is characterized by (Wertheim et al., 1974; Enzo et al., 1988):

I(x)2θ = I(x)p[ηfC(x)2θ + (1− η)fG(x)2θ] (4.12)

where η is the mixing parameter that define the fractions of Cauchy and Gauss contributors

and its integral breadth can be easily derived as follows (Enzo et al., 1988):

βf(x) = πη + (1− η)(
π

ln2
)

1
2 (4.13)

At low Bragg angles, the contribution of instrumental function g(x) to the broadening is of

a greater weight and results in the asymmetry of peak profiles. On the other hand, at high

Bragg angles the broadening due to the g(x) becomes small and the peak profile is more

affected by the microstructure of the investigated material (Klug and Alexander, 1974). From

this perspective, it is important to measure the sample into the highest possible 2θ angles to

determine the crystallite size and microstrain precisely.
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4.2. DETERMINATION OF CRYSTALLITE SIZE AND MICROSTRAIN

4.2 Determination of Crystallite Size and Microstrain

After extraction of instrumental broadening g(x), we can analyse the pure peak profile f(x) to

determine the crystallite size and microstrain. The idea about the contribution of crystallite

size smaller than 1 µm into the peak shape was firstly presented by Scherrer (1918):

D =
Kλ

β
f(x)
2θ cos θ

(4.14)

where constant K is approximately equal to unity (Stokes and Wilson, 1942; Klug and Alex-

ander, 1974), D is the volume-weighted domain size, λ is the x-ray wavelength, βf(x) is line

breadth of the pure peak profile (after removal of g(x), f(x) = h(x)) and θ is the respective

Bragg angle.

The pure stress broadening is related to the so-called “apparent” microstrain ε, which in fact

represents maximum value of the parameter, by the equation (Stokes and Wilson, 1944):

ε =
β
f(x)
2θ

4 tan θ
(4.15)

4.2.1 Single Line Methods

Williamson-Hall Plot

We can presume that the crystallite size broadening (βD) does not depend on the diffraction

angle, whereas the microstrain broadening (βε) rely upon the order of a reflection as seen

in 4.17 (Klug and Alexander, 1974; Langford et al., 1988; Balzar, 1999). This assumption

gave us a possibility to separate the size and microstrain effects when both types of peak

broadening are present simultaneously. The peak breadth can be obtained by merging the

equations 4.14 and 4.15 (Jones, 1938; Stokes, 1948) resulting in following form (Hall, 1949;

Wood and Rachinger, 1949):

β
f(x)
2θ = βD2θ + βε2θ =

Kλ

D cos θ
+ 4ε tan θ (4.16)

Dividing this equation by cos θ and neglecting the constant K, the integral breadth function

becomes:

β
f(x)
2θ cos θ =

λ

D
+ 4ε sin θ (4.17)

Further, the crystallite size and microstrain can be derived from the plot sin θ vs. β cos θ. The

former corresponds to an intercept of the line connecting the values representing individual

peak reflections (hkl) with y-axis and the latter equals the slope relative to the x-axis (Hall,

1949; Hall and Williamson, 1951; Williamson and Hall, 1953).
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4.2. DETERMINATION OF CRYSTALLITE SIZE AND MICROSTRAIN

Integral Breadth Methods

These methods are based on the assumption that the strain broadening is approximated well

by a Gaussian function, whereas the effect of small crystallite size resemble the Cauchy profile

function (i.e. that the determination of crystallite size and microstrain can be evaluated by

extraction of their different contributions to both functions). Using the Voigt profile estimation

in agreement with this assumption, Ruland (1965), Schoening (1965) and Langford (1978)

presented the integral breadth as follows:

βf(x) = β
f(x)
G

exp

[
−(

β
f(x)
C

β
f(x)
G

)2 1
π

]
1− erf( 2

π )
1
2 (
β
f(x)
C

β
f(x)
G

)
(4.18)

where erf(x) is the error function defined by:

erf(x) =
2

π
1
2

ˆ x

0

exp
(
−t2

)
dt (4.19)

However, Halder and Wagner (1966) showed following simplified form:

β2f(x) = β
f(x)
C,D β

f(x) + β
2f(x)
G,ε (4.20)

where β
f(x)
C,D represents the Cauchy size broadening and the β

f(x)
G,ε is the Gaussian strain broad-

ening and the substitution of equations 4.14 and 4.15 then yield (Klug and Alexander, 1974):

β2f(x) =
1

D
+ 4ε2s2 (4.21)

where s is a variable in reciprocal space (= 1/d; d represents an interplanar spacing).

Sometimes both broadening effects might be presumed to be better described by only the

Cauchy profile function (Klug and Alexander, 1974):

β
f(x)
C = β

f(x)
C,D + β

f(x)
C,ε (s) =

1

D
+ 2εs (4.22)

or only by the Gaussian profile function:

β
2f(x)
G = β

2f(x)
G,D + [β

f(x)
G,ε (s)]2 = (

1

D
)2 + 4ε2s2 (4.23)

Using the above mentioned equations 4.21, 4.22, and 4.23 it is possible to construct the re-

spective linear plots similar to the Williamson-Hall plot (described in previous section).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the crystal as an assemblage of columns of cells along
the a3 direction (Klug and Alexander, 1974).

Warren Averbach Method

This particular procedure use a different approach than the above mentioned single line meth-

ods. The convolution of the size and microstrain effects on the peak profile is not evaluated

directly in reciprocal space but as a products of their Fourier transforms in real space. Thus,

the integral breadths and hence instrumental broadening effect are omitted from the calcula-

tions and the shape of diffraction peak is represented by a Fourier series (Warren and Averbach,

1950):

P2θ = KN

+∞∑
−∞

An(l) cos 2πnh3 (4.24)

in which P2θ is the power distribution in particular powder reflection, n is a contribution of all

pairs of unit cells in a given column (n = m
′

3 −m3; m3 – number of unit cells in the column

L along the a3 direction, for details see Fig. 4.2), N represents the number of unit cells in the

sample,

h3 = 2a3
sin θ

λ
. (4.25)

The Fourier coefficient An(l) is composed by Fourier coefficients for both types of broadening

(Warren and Averbach, 1952; Klug and Alexander, 1974):

An(l) = ADn A
S
n(l) (4.26)

where for order-dependent microstrain contribution the ASn(l) is given by:

ASn(l) =
cos 2π

Zn
(4.27)
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wherein the Zn is the change in length of column of original length n in a3 direction, and for

order-independent crystallite size contribution the ADn is written as:

ADn =
1

N

∞∑
i=|n|+1

(i− |n|)ni (4.28)

The miscrostructural parameters can be then separated due to their different order dependency

(l) in logarithmic form (Warren and Averbach, 1952):

lnAn(l) = lnADn − 2π2l2(Z2
n) (4.29)

The values of lnAn(l) can be plotted against l2, where the intercept of the straight line connect-

ing several orders of a particular set of planes gives lnADn and the slope gives the mean square

microstrain. It is important to emphasize that the results obtained by the integral breadth and

Warren Averbach analyzses are not comparable as the first method gives the volume-weighted

domain sizes and the apparent microstrain and the latter gives the surface-weighted domain

sizes or their distribution and mean-square microstrain averaged over a particular distance

perpendicular to diffracting planes.

4.2.2 Whole Pattern Fitting Methods

The whole pattern fitting methods are implemented in many computer programes using the

least square structure refinement approach defined by Rietveld (1969) and presented in terms

of crystal microstructure by Delhez et al. (1993). Nowadays, also the pattern decomposition

methods following Le Bail (Le Bail et al., 1988; Le Bail, 2005) or Pawley (Pawley, 1981) ap-

proaches are widely used. The advantage of the latter methods is that they do not require the

atomic coordinates for the intensities determination. After extraction of instrumental contri-

bution to the entire difractogram profile (see 4.1), the peak shapes are fitted by Thompson,

Cox & Hastings (pseudo)-Voigt model (Thompson et al., 1987), which is based on the Caglioti

relationship (Caglioti et al., 1958) for the FWHM, and was later modified by Young and Desai

(1989):

FWHM2
G = U tan2 θ + V tan θ +W +

Z

cos2 θ
(4.30)

for Gauss and

FWHML =
X

cos θ
+ Y tan θ (4.31)

for Cauchy profiles, where U, V, W, X, Y and Z are refinable parameters. To avoid the measur-

ing of the standard and its extraction from the broadening, the fundamental approach method

was proposed by Cheary and Coelho (1992). In this approach the line shape is synthesized

directly from the tube emission profile, the instrumental specifications (e.g. receiving-slit width

and length, detector type, monochromator geometry) and physical parameters of the specimen.
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For integral breadth calculation from the FWHM values the following approximation has been

adopted (Langford, 1978):

β
f(x)
L = FWHML

π

2
(4.32)

β
f(x)
G =

FWHMG

2

√
π

ln 2
(4.33)

Now the crystallite size and microstrain can simply be determined from equations 4.14 and 4.15

or from the expression 4.18.

Also other methods and the Fourier transform profile extraction ( 4.1.1) accompanied by War-

ren Averbach method ( 4.2.1) are incorporated into Rietveld refinement to specify the material

microstructure (De Keijser et al., 1983; Lutterotti and Scardi, 1990; Lutterotti et al., 1992;

Balzar and Ledbetter, 1995; Langford et al., 2000; Gubicza et al., 2001; Ungár et al., 2001)

(and reviewed in (Mittemeijer and Scardi, 2013)). Moreover, the approximations for crystallite

size and microstrain anisotropy and for determination of the nature of microstrain has been

added to refinement programs (Greaves, 1985; Popa, 1998; Scardi and Leoni, 1999; Stephens,

1999; Ungár and Tichy, 1999; Ungár, 2004; Popa and Balzar, 2008).
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Chapter 5

Summary and Scope of the

Thesis

In preceding chapters of the thesis, a theoretical overview of tooth embryonic development in

humans and rodents, properties of mature enamel, and basics of microstructural computations

has been provided. Moreover, the main characteristics of miniature pig as an animal model,

which was used for all my research projects, have been presented. Special attention has been

paid to describing the evolutionary aspects of odontogenesis and enamel architecture and also to

emphasizing known crystallographic, qualitative and compositional features of mature enamel.

In chapters 6, 7, and 8 I present three projects that I performed in the course of my Ph.D.

research and that were published or submitted to international renowned journals. The main

results are summarized in chapter 9. All main goals, questions and basic summary of results

of my work are highlighted in the following sections.

5.1 Influence of Sample Preparation on the Microstruc-

ture of Tooth Enamel Apatite

The structural study of enamel using XRD or TEM methods may provide essential information

about the behaviour of HAp crystals during odontogenesis and its contribution to the unique

qualities of mature enamel. For such a purpose, several sample preparation techniques have

been adopted to separate the pure enamel from dentine. This step is crucial because both tissue

develops by distinct processes and thus result in quite different structural, compositional and

qualitative properties. However, no systematic study of the potential artifacts or disruptions

caused by tissue preparation has been introduced. In this project (chapter 6), six mostly

used sample enamel separation techniques (i.e. manual disintegration in a piston, drilling the

dentine or enamel with/without cooling medium using rotary drill, nitrogen shock fracturing,
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CHANGES PRIOR TO TOOTH ERUPTION

and deproteination in hydrazine hydrate) were applied.

Pure enamel is composed almost exclusively by HAp with small admixture of organic residues.

The inappropriate separation technique affects the specimen by thermal stresses or by chemical

reactions with hydrazine hydrate forming other mineral phases. It is shown that even when

using a cooling medium to reduce the temperature during drilling the artificial phases are

present. Moreover, the crystallite size and shape of pure HAp is strongly influenced by used

separation technique. These results suggest the importance of careful and adequate sample

preparation not only for later precise characterization of microstructural properties but also

for other studies covering phase or chemical composition determination.

This work has been published as: Kallistová A., Skála R., Horáček I., Miyajima N. and

Maĺıková R. (2015). Influence of Sample Preparation on the Microstructure of Tooth Enamel

Apatite, J. Appl. Cryst.. 48, 763–768.

I have collected XRD experimental data, performed all the microstructural calculations and

phase analysis, designed the analysis of the results and performed it, and written the first draft

of the paper.

5.2 Mammalian Enamel Maturation: Crystallographic

Changes Prior to Tooth Eruption

In chapter 7, I introduce project which analyzes in detail the growth of crystallites and vari-

ations in microstrain and mechanical properties during the maturation stage of amelogenesis.

Moreover, this project comes up with new theory about the sequence of enamel macrostructure

formation and put it into context with evolutionary trends.

As described in section 2.1 the basic knowledge about the embryonic tooth development has

been derived mainly from the studies on human and rodent models. Both orders (i.e. Primates

and Rodentia) belongs to the evolutionary highly derived mammalian groups not only in terms

of dental macro–structural patterns formed according to functional demands but also in other

phylogenetic aspects. With respect to the prior studies of tribosphenic molar Osborn (1907);

Evans and Sanson (2003); Špoutil et al. (2010); Davis (2011), I decided to use a miniature pig

animal model that is closer to this ancestral tooth type to assess the similarities and distinctions

of enamel development between mammalian counterparts. Moreover, due to the large thickness

of swine molar, I was able to follow the gradual progress of amelogenesis within different parts

of one tooth.

My results suggest that the crystal thickness, which has not been determined before, varies

depending on its distance from EDJ. These crystals, observable by SEM, are composed of

several crystallites according to the crystallographic notation Klug and Alexander (1974) that

should be considered as a basic structural units (cf. the structural levels defined by Koenigswald

and Clemens Koenigswald and Clemens (1992); first paragraph of 2.2). The terms crystal and
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crystallite are often used interchangeably. I want to underline my belief that crystallite is a

structural sub-unit of crystal that refers to the inner structural properties of the crystal.

The lateral fusion of individual Hap crystallites was originally presented as a process respons-

ible for thickening of the prisms and a main reason for enamel hardness establishment Robinson

et al. (1989) (cf. 2.1.3; par. Maturation stage). The systematic study of crystallite growth and

also of mechanical properties variations during the maturation stage of amelogenesis suggests

that crystallite thickening is a gradual process (no lateral fusions) and that the final mechanical

properties of swine enamel are connected with the delayed formation of interprismatic enamel.

Just this time lag in interprismatic enamel formation (cf. 2.1.3, par. 7) is according to my

observation an essential difference between swine and higher mammalian evolutionary levels of

tooth enamel.

This work has been published as: Kallistová A., Horáček I., Šlouf M., Skála R. and

Fridrichová M. (2017). Mammalian Enamel Maturation: Crystallographic Changes Prior to

Tooth Eruption. PLoS ONE. 12, e0171424.

I have performed the XRD and partially SEM analysis, covered the crystallographic, macro-

structural, and qualitative data processing presented in the manuscript, and written the first

draft of the paper.

5.3 Enamel Crystallinity: a Significant Component of the

Mammalian Dental Adaptations

I further studied (chapter 8) the relationship of the degree of enamel surface wear, amelogen-

esis/calcification duration and the microstructural HAp parameters using miniature pig model.

In this project, the effect of different crystallite sizes, microstrain and crystallinity on the final

enamel quality is emphasized (cf. 2.2.2, par. 3, and 2.2.4, par. 6).

I compared chemical composition, microstructural, structural and mechanical properties of

three molar types (i.e. first, second and third molar within the same dentition), teeth provid-

ing the same biting function having various time span of amelogenesis. This enabled me to

determine directly the mutual connections between those parameters and their dependency on

the length of calcification processes without the influence of other especially biological variables.

I can summarize that the chemical composition and lattice parameters display no correlation

with any other qualitative or quantitative factors. The HAp crystallite size and stiffness of

enamel increase accompanied by a significant drop in relative amount of lattice imperfections

as well as in elastic part of indentation work with respect to the duration of mineral compound

calcification during the amelogenesis. Same correlations were observed using red deer model.

This suggest a general behaviour of prolonged calcification and thus an adaptation predeter-

mination for the qualitative demands especially tooth wear resistance. Moreover, the inner

structure of HAp is not age dependent.
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This work was submitted for publication as: Kallistová A., Skála R., Šlouf M., Čejchan

P., Matulková I. and Horáček I. (2017). Enamel Crystallinity: a Significant Component of the

Mammalian Dental Adaptations. Submitted to Scientific Reports.

I have performed all the XRD and SEM analysis and subsequent data processing of all studied

variables presented in the manuscript, and written the first draft of the paper.
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Chapter 6

Influence of Sample Preparation

on the Microstructure of Tooth

Enamel Apatite
Kallistová Anna1,2, Skála Roman1,2, Horáček Ivan3,

Miyajima Nobuyoshi4 and Maĺıková Radana5

6.1 Abstract

X-ray powder diffraction and transmission electron microscopy are widely used for determina-

tion of the basic characteristics of the biological apatite structure. Many different techniques

have been adopted for separation of the enamel part of the tooth for use in these analytical

methods, but their influence on the sample itself has not yet been studied. In this paper,

six different preparation techniques have been applied on pigs’ teeth to see their effect on the

microstructure of dental hydroxyapatite. Although the only inorganic component of the tooth

is the hydroxyapatite, new phases, such as calcite, aragonite, calcium hydrogen phosphate

and calcium carbonate hydroxide, appeared when a drilling technique or deproteination of the

sample was used. In addition, the crystallite size (especially in the c-axis direction) varies

within a wide range (330-700 Å) depending on the preparation technique. Thus, the results

indicate a strong effect of the enamel separation on the phase composition and crystallite size.

The method providing results most consistent with previous studies is manual disintegration.

1Institute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Mineral Resources, Faculty of Science, Charles University,
Albertov 2, Prague 2, CR

2Institute of Geology, Czech Academy of Sciences, v.v.i., Rozvojová 269, Prague 6
3Department of Zoology, Faculty of Science, Charles University, Viničná 7, Prague 2, CR
4Bayerisches Geoinstitut, Universit́’at Bayreuth, D-95440 Bayreuth, Germany
5Department of Geological Sciences, Masaryk University, Kotlářská 2, Brno, CR
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6.2. INTRODUCTION

6.2 Introduction

The presence of teeth ranks among the most important characteristics of vertebrates and is a

key source of their evolutionary prosperity (Soukup et al., 2008). The functional exclusivity

of teeth originates in the surface cover layer of a tooth crown, the enamel, which is highly

mineralized tissue, by far the hardest element produced by animal bodies (Nanci, 2008). It

consists of hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystals, constituting about 96 wt% of the tissue (LeFevre

and Manly, 1932; Deakins and Volker, 1941). In mammals, characterized by the most derived

stage of teeth evolution, the enamel HAp crystals are arranged in micrometre-sized oval-shaped

aggregates, clustered into mutually systematically organized prisms (Lester and von Koenig-

swald, 1989; Koenigswald and Clemens, 1992) which are separated by unclustered aggregates

of enamel interprismatic matrix. A complicated process of embryonic enamel formation (Sim-

mer et al., 2010) terminates with secretion of the aprismatic part, anchoring the prisms and

strengthening the enamel surface (Lester and von Koenigswald, 1989). Enamel is of critical

importance for feeding effectivity and its structural complexity reflects, among other aspects,

the adaptive history and evolutionary relationship of particular clades(Butler, 1978; Smith

and Hall, 1990; Lucas et al., 2008). The mechanical properties of the enamel rank among the

most important factors controlling the energetic income of an animal and its life expectancy

(Luo et al., 2002). The structural study of enamel may provide important clues in deciphering

the role of crystallographic factors contributing to exclusive qualities of that tissue, constraints

upon the ontogenetic mechanisms producing it and the phylogenetic history of particular dental

adaptations.

The first studies of dental HAp focused mainly on its chemical composition and the position

of ions in its crystal structure (Gaunt and Miles, 1967; Shaw and Yen, 1972; Weatherell and

Robinson, 1973; Moreno et al., 1977; Williams and Elliot, 1979; Driessens and Verbeeck, 1990;

LeGeros, 1991; Elliott, 1994). To obtain information about the size of the unit cell or the

parameters of the microstructure such as domain size and microstrain, transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) and X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) have been used (Jensen and Möller,

1948; Grove et al., 1972; Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978; Warshawsky, 1987; Baig et al., 1999;

Kallaste and Nemliher, 2005; Low et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2008). It is generally known that

for both analytical methods the sample preparation can significantly alter the real structure

of the sample investigated. While various methods have been adopted to prepare specimens

for XRD and TEM, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic study of their effect on the

observed quantities has been carried out up to now. In the current paper, we examine the

differences in the crystallite size, shape and microstrain of enamel HAp determined by powder

X-ray diffraction due to sample preparation techniques.
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Table 6.1: Description of the samples and techniques of enamel separation.

Labeling Technique of preparation

M(x) m Manual disintegration
M(x) de Drilling off enamel; directly obtained enamel powder
M(x) dd Drilling off dentin; directly obtained solid enamel fragments
M(x) dc Drilling off enamel under cooling medium (water);

directly obtained enamel powder
M(x) dp Deproteination
M(x) n Nitrogen treatment

Note: (x) represents samples a, b and c.

6.3 Materials and Methods

Three tooth samples of mandibular first molars were obtained from miniature pigs (Institute of

Animal Physiology and Genetics, v.v.i., Academy of Science of the Czech Republic, Liběchov).

The teeth had been extracted from jaws and organic residues were removed. Subsequently,

these three tooth samples (a, b and c) were each cut into six slices upon water cooling; the

slices made were of comparable size perpendicular to the occlusal surface and served to test

six different methods of pure enamel extraction:

(1) Manual disintegration of enamel and dentin by cracking the tooth samples in a piston

followed by separation of fragments of potentially pure enamel in an optical microscope.

(2)-(4) Drilling using a rotary drill equipped with a 1 mm diamond spike. Three different

drilling techniques have been applied with either removal of dentin or drilling off the enamel.

(5) Thermal-shock-induced fracturing by cooling the samples in liquid nitrogen with subsequent

immersion in boiling water. Fragments of enamel were then picked up from the fractured

material by tweezers and a needle.

(6) Deproteination. The samples were saturated in a solution of hydrazine hydrate for three

weeks (Nielsen-Marsh and Hedges, 1999), during which time the solution was restored every

week. Then the samples were rinsed with distilled water and dried in a dryer at 353 K for 2 h.

We compared the six different methods for each of the three teeth separately (i.e. 18 samples

altogether). The methods used are summarized in Tab. 6.1. For all samples, following the

separation, scanning electron microscopy was used to confirm the purity of the enamel samples.

Finally, the separated solid enamel fragments were manually powdered under acetone in a

CoorsTek alumina mortar.

The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to evaluate whether the mean values of crystallite volume

are identical for each method or differ in at least one of the methods investigated. Moreover,

the hypothetical distribution of crystallite volumes was constructed (see Fig. 6.5 below) using

the TEM data and the values published by Daculsi and Kerebel (1978). This distribution was

approximated by N(µ, σ), where µ = 5.35 x 104 nm3 and σ = 4.125 x 104 nm3. Two-sided
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6.3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Table 6.2: List of agreement factors obtained from Le Bail refinement.

Rp Rwp χ2

a b c a b c a b c

M(x) m 2.48 2.59 2.48 3.61 3.71 3.48 1.64 2.10 1.86
M(x) de 2.50 2.46 2.55 3.42 3.39 3.53 1.68 1.62 1.61
M(x) dd 3.75 3.06 2.99 5.31 4.14 4.07 2.48 1.53 1.55
M(x) dc 2.45 2.56 3.05 3.28 3.46 4.10 1.32 1.40 1.91
M(x) dp 2.91 3.06 3.23 4.02 4.28 4.45 1.56 1.64 1.76
M(x) n 3.23 3.01 2.59 4.38 4.09 3.59 1.53 1.52 1.52

Note: (x) represents samples a, b and c.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (KS-t), t-tests (t-t) and F-tests (F-t) were carried out to compare

each group of samples with this hypothetical distribution.

6.3.1 Microstructural Analysis

X-ray powder diffraction investigation was carried out with a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer

equipped with a siliconstrip linear LynxEye detector and a germanium primary monochromator

providing Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 1.54056 Å). Data were collected in the 2θ range of 5-108°
with a step size of 0.015° and a counting time of 5 s at each step. Le Bail refinement was

performed with the FullProf program (Rodŕıguez-Carvajal, 2001). The standard reference

material LaB6 SRM 660b was used to characterize the instrumental resolution function. Le

Bail fitting resulted in very good agreement factors (see Tab. 6.2).

Analysis of diffraction line broadening was carried out with the Thompson-Cox-Hastings pseudo-

Voigt function (Thompson et al., 1987), which included the Finger correction for the axial di-

vergence (Finger, 1998). The FWHM of the peak profile is generally composed of the Gaussian

(HG) and Lorentzian (HL) parts and has an angular dependence determined by

H2
G = [U + {(1− ξ2)D2

ST }] tan2 θ + V tan θ +W +
Z

cos2 θ
(6.1)

HL = (X + ξDST ) tan θ +
Y + F

cos θ
(6.2)

where ξ is a mixing parameter reflecting the Lorentzian contribution to the microstrain, U, V,

W, X, Y and Z are the refinable parameters, and DST and F depend on the model selected to

separate the contribution of size and strain to the broadening of the peaks. The contribution

of the instrumental resolution function to HG and HL is approximated by the V and W

parameters, leading to simplified expressions for the microstrain and crystallite size. The

apparent size (Dap) and maximum strain(εmax) are then calculated for each reflection using

the following expressions based on the Scherrer (Scherrer, 1918) and Stokes-Wilson (Stokes
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6.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

and Wilson, 1944) formulae:

Dap =
1

Iβsize
(6.3)

εmax =
Iβstrain
2dhkl

(6.4)

where Iβsize represents the integral breadth obtained from the size parameters of Gaussian

( Z
cos2 θ ) and Lorentzian ( Y

cos θ ) parts of the FWHM and Iβstrain represents the integral breadth

obtained from the strain parameters of the Gaussian (Utan2θ) and Lorentzian (Xtanθ) parts

of the FWHM.

We further approximated the actual shape of the crystallites by the ‘needle-like coherent do-

mains’ model, in which the deflection from an ideal spherical shape is described as

∆HL = η sinϕ (6.5)

where η is refined parameter and ϕ is the acute angle between the scattering vector (hkl) and

the vector defining the needle shape of the crystallites. The Lorentzian half-width is thus given

as

HLtotal = HLiso + ∆HL (6.6)

6.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy

TEM micrographs (Fig. 6.1) were used to assess the accuracy of the crystallite sizes determined

by XRD methods. The analyzed sample was a mandibular first molar obtained from a mini-

ature pig and was not treated by any of the preparation methods mentioned above. The TEM

sample was prepared from thin sections using a copper grid and Ar ion thinned at 4 kV and

an incident beam angle of about 8° with a Gatan 691 Precision Ion Polishing System. TEM

and SAED data were acquired using a 200 kV Philips CM20 field emission gun transmission

electron microscope.

The crystals observed in TEM micrographs were about 300-350Å thick and 500-600Å wide.

For the determination of crystallite volume, the approximation of a right circular cylinder was

adopted, where the cylinder diameter corresponds to the half-size of the crystallite in the a- or

b-axis direction and the height to the crystallite size in the c-axis direction.

6.4 Results and Discussion

Fig. 6.2 shows three selected X-ray powder diffraction patterns illustrating the presence of

extra phases. In all studied samples the dominant phase is HAp. The samples prepared

by drilling without cooling always contain an admixture of calcite (CaCO3). Calcite was

identified also in one sample prepared by drilling under cooling medium. The cooled drilled-

off samples also include other phases such as calcium hydrogen phosphate (CaH2P2O7) and
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6.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6.1: Dark-field TEM image (a) and HRTEM image (b) of pig’s enamel hydroxyapatite
crystals.

calcium carbonate hydroxide [Ca3(CO3)2(OH)2]. In one case the deproteinated sample contains

aragonite (CaCO3) and an unidentifiable phase.

The presence of extra phases is most likely due to sample treatment. Calcite forms obviously

as a result of thermal stress in samples undergoing drilling without the presence of cooling

medium. In samples that underwent deproteinization, calcium hydroxide forms at the expense

of apatite in the reaction with hydrazine hydrate:

Ca5(PO4)3(OH) +N2H4·H2O → Ca(OH)2 + (N2H5)3PO4 (6.7)

Calcium hydroxide then reacts with air CO2 to form aragonite by the reaction

Ca(OH)2 + CO2 → CaCO3 +H2O (6.8)

Because drilling is widely chosen as a method to prepare tooth samples for instrumental study

(Sponheimer and Lee-Thorp, 1999; Enax et al., 2012), it should be noted that the possible

presence of extra phases must be taken into consideration, as the presented results demonstrate.

The only techniques that did not result in a phase transformation were nitrogen treatment,

drilling off the dentin and purely manual separation of enamel.

In accordance with previous studies (Warshawsky, 1987; Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978) we ob-

served a noticeable anisotropy of crystallite size, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. On the other hand,

the values of microstrain remain invariant in all hk.l directions; this observation contradicts

that of Kallaste and Nemliher (2005), who detected anisotropic behavior of microstrain in

dental HAp.

Fig. 6.4 shows the computed shape of the crystallites. The size perpendicular to the c axis

remains almost constant with the exception of the dc series of samples, whereas that along the

c axis varies in a broad range. The former is about 325 Å(with the exception of the dc series of
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6.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6.3: Degree of anisotropy of studied properties. The variation of illustrated variables
along evaluated reciprocal lattice directions is shown. The red dots represent the crystallite
size anisotropy and the green squares show microstrain isotropy.

samples, being ∼ 280 Å) and the latter falls in the range from about 350 to 700 Å. The results

demonstrate that the preparation technique influences the shape of the crystallites mainly in

the c direction.

The crystallite volumes of the manually prepared samples fit reasonably well the range of the

crystallite volume obtained from TEM data (shown by the shaded region in Fig. 6.5) and are

in good agreement with other studies (Grove et al., 1972; Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978; Kallaste

and Nemliher, 2005; Xue et al., 2008). Two of the three calculated crystallite sizes for samples

produced by deproteination (dp series) and thermal-shock-induced fracturing (n series) fall

in the region defined by TEM, while the third datum is located far apart. The crystallite

volumes for enamel apatite provided by drilling methods are mostly lower than those from

TEM, with the exception of one datum in the dd series which is higher than the upper limit

of the observed TEM crystallite sizes. The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that the groups of

samples treated by distinct methods differ significantly at least in one case (p value = 0.0372

of evaluated hypothesis), i.e. corroborating the alternative hypothesis tested. The manually

disintegrated samples were always congruent with the distribution model (for details see §2;

KS-t p = 0.39; t-t p = 0.55; F-t p = 0.46). The de and dc series differ significantly in the mean

values against the distribution model (KS-t(de) p = 4.17 x 10−8, t-t(de) p = 0.016; KS-t(dc)

p = 1.0 x 10−14, t-t(de) p = 0.017), while the dd, dp and n groups differ in their standard

deviations (F-t(dd) p = 7.4 x 10−6, F-t(dp) p = 2.2 x 10−9, F-t(dd) p = 1.3 x 10−5).

It is important to note that the average crystallite size estimates from XRD and TEM ana-

lyses are not necessarily identical and values obtained from analysis of TEM images may be

significantly larger in comparison to XRD results. The disparity in domain size of the tooth

hydroxyapatites was first studied by Grove et al. (1972), who suggested that grain mounts

previously studied in bright-field TEM images capture only aggregates of smaller crystallites.
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Figure 6.4: Crystallite shapes in a quadrant of the principal ellipsoid section and crystallite
sizes in the direction perpendicular to the c axis (la) and the direction parallel to the c axis
(lc).
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Figure 6.5: Variation in volume size. The red bars represent the range of computed values of
crystallite volume of the studied samples. The green band indicates the range of crystallite
volume as estimated from TEM micrographs (i.e. the hypothetical distribution model) and as
reported by Daculsi and Kerebel (1978).

These smaller crystallites can be observed in dark-field TEM and are comparable in size with

XRD results. Furthermore, other experimental studies (e.g. Langford et al., 2000; Ungár, 2007)

show that, while a particular arrangement of dislocations may effectively separate the system

investigated into two individual domains, this separation may not be clearly visible in TEM

micrographs. Zhong et al. (2009) suggested that the discrepancy between XRD and TEM

sizes becomes remarkable in samples larger than 200 nm, in which the ‘substructures’ caused

by different configurations of dislocations are more likely to be present. Small-sized samples

(tens of nanometres) give the same values for both XRD and TEM measurements. Since the

microstrain of the studied samples is low (see below), implying a negligible number of dislo-

cations, it may not result in the differences between crystallite sizes obtained from TEM or

XRD. Moreover, the fact that the sizes are not larger than 70 nm confirms that the presence

of ‘substructures’ as suggested by Zhong et al. (2009) is highly improbable.

The microstrain is more or less invariant within experimental error, though the absolute values

are highly scattered (Fig. 6.6). In addition, the absolute values are notably low and effects due

to sample preparation may not be assessed reliably.

6.5 Conclusion

In search of the most suitable technique for sample preparation of tooth enamel, we found that

in many cases new phases appear, probably as a result of either an increase in temperature

during drilling or reaction with hydrazine hydrate during deproteination. The effect of pre-

paration technique on the shape (size) of the crystallites is obvious, whereas the microstrain
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6.5. CONCLUSION

Figure 6.6: Variation in microstrain.

seems to be influenced insignificantly. The shape of crystallites is influenced predominantly

in the c direction for all samples prepared by techniques other than manual disintegration.

Obviously, manual separation is most suitable, providing the results in best agreement with

TEM observations and previous studies, including those carried out with TEM.

Using the optimized separation technique provides pure and rather intact fragments of enamel

as well as dentin that can be studied separately. Such prepared samples in combination with

state of the art instruments are able to yield much more reliable data than in situ study with

instruments equipped with point sources, which have previously been applied to assess these

problems (e.g. Xue et al., 2008). The present study demonstrates the importance of careful

and knowledgeable sample preparation for biomineralization-focused research.
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Chapter 7

Mammalian Enamel Maturation:

Crystallographic Changes Prior

to Tooth Eruption

Kallistová Anna1,2, Horáček Ivan3, Šlouf Miroslav 4,

Skála Roman1,2 and Fridrichová Michaela2

7.1 Abstract

Using the distal molar of a minipig as a model, we studied changes in the microstructural

characteristics of apatite crystallites during enamel maturation (16-23 months of postnatal

age), and their effects upon the mechanical properties of the enamel coat. The slow rate of

tooth development in a pig model enabled us to reveal essential heterochronies in particular

components of the maturation process. The maturation changes began along the enamel-

dentine junction (EDJ) of the trigonid, spreading subsequently to the outer layers of the

enamel coat to appear at the surface zone with a 2-month delay. Correspondingly, at the distal

part of the tooth the timing of maturation processes is delayed by 3-5 month compared to

the mesial part of the tooth. The early stage of enamel maturation (16-20 months), when

the enamel coat is composed almost exclusively of radial prismatic enamel, is characterized

by a gradual increase in crystallite thickness (by a mean monthly increment of 3.8 nm); and

an increase in the prism width and thickness of crystals composed of elementary crystallites.

The late stage of maturation (the last two months prior to tooth eruption), marked with

1Institute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Mineral Resources, Faculty of Science, Charles University,
Albertov 6, Prague 2, CR

2Institute of Geology, Czech Academy of Sciences, v.v.i., Rozvojová 269, Prague 6
3Department of Zoology, Faculty of Science, Charles University, Viničná 7, Prague 2, CR
4Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry of CAS v.v.i., Heyrovského náměst́ı 2, Prague 6, Czech Republic
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7.2. INTRODUCTION

the rapid appearance of the interprismatic matrix (IPM) during which the crystals densely

infill spaces between prisms, is characterized by an abrupt decrease in microstrain and abrupt

changes in the micromechanical properties of the enamel: a rapid increase in its ability to

resist long-term load and its considerable hardening. The results suggest that in terms of

crystallization dynamics the processes characterizing the early and late stage of mammalian

enamel maturation represent distinct entities. In regards to common features with enamel

formation in the tribosphenic molar we argue that the separation of these processes could be

a common apomorphy of mammalian amelogenetic dynamics in general.

7.2 Introduction

Tooth development is a highly organized and complex process of interactions between neural

crest-derived ectomesenchyme and oral epithelium (Fraser et al., 2010) proceeding under the

control of specific signalling cascades (Stock, 2001; Thesleff, 2003; Tucker and Sharpe, 2004)

in recurrent steps common to all gnathostomes (Huysseune et al., 2009). The development

of a tooth terminates with the attaining of its final shape and the onset of the mineralization

process at the late cap stage of tooth development (Nanci, 2008). There is just one mineral com-

pound which forms all mineralized tissues of vertebrate bodies: the carbonated hydroxyapatite

(CaP) (Elliott et al., 1985; Simmer and Fincham, 1995). However, the two mineralized tissues

composing adult teeth, dentine and enamel, differ essentially in amount of mineral compound,

function and mechanisms of mineralization. Dentine produced by odontoblasts of mesenchymal

papilla contains >20% matrix proteins, and its mineralization is organized by an active collagen

scaffold formed by odontoblast processes and a large set of specific matrix proteins, distinct

from those involved in enamel mineralization (Nanci, 2008). In contrast, mature enamel, the

hardest tissue of the vertebrate body, is constituted by traces of organic material (roughly

4%) (Nanci, 2008) such as proteins, amino acids and peptides (Glimcher et al., 1964; Robin-

son et al., 1975; Duverger et al., 2014) and its mineralization is organized by the molecular

interaction of amorphous calcium matter and a limited set of specific proteins, both produced

by a single layer of epithelial ameloblasts, i.e. with no further organic intervention (Du et al.,

2005). The internal architecture of tooth enamel can be very complicated particularly in

mammals, the group bearing extremely diversified diphyodont dentition with monophyodont

multicuspidate molars and prismatic enamel. Enamel prisms, prolonged linear aggregates of

densely packed parallel CaP crystallites, compose the driving factor uderlying the structural

complexity of mammalian enamel. Their form and spatial organization are among the key

dental characteristics of particular clades, a topic addressed by an enormous large number of

comparative studies which have revealed quite detailed information on the functional relations,

origin and phylogeny of mammalian prismatic patterns(Boyde, 1989; Koenigswald and Sander,

1997; Koenigswald, 1997b; Sander, 1997). This holds true for enamel mineralization proper,

the processes producing the final mechanical qualities of the adult tooth crown.
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Amelogenesis, or enamel formation, is often reported to proceed in two distinct steps, the

secretory and maturation stages, differing in the types of enamel-matrix proteins involved

and the overall density of the mineral composition (Ganss and Abbarin, 2014; Simmer et al.,

2010; Moradian-Oldak, 2012; Robinson et al., 1982, 1995). The secretory stage initiating his-

togenetic changes producing mature ameloblasts and the disappearance of the basal lamina

of inner enamel epithelia is characterized by the secretion of enamel matrix proteins (EMP)

into the extracellular space, where enamel mineral deposition takes place concurrently (Fin-

cham et al., 1999). The essential components of EMP (amelogenin, ameloblastin, enamelin)

are characterized by a conspicuously high rate of intrinsic disorder and a pronounced capacity

to self-assemble into diverse complex structures made from their monomeric units under the

control of enamelysin protease (Dunker et al., 2001; Kawasaki and Weiss, 2008; Wald et al.,

2013) to form spherical subunits, which may afterwards serve as crystal nuclei (Kirkham et al.,

1998; Robinson et al., 2003, 2006). The foremost amorphous calcium phosphates (ACP) (Beni-

ash et al., 2009) settle at the border of the enamel and dentine in the form of thin ribbons

10-15 nm in length and 1-2 nm in thickness (Cuisinier et al., 1992; Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978).

The study by Iijima et al. (2001) shows that amelogenin is absorbed on these mineral ribbons

suppressing their growth in thickness. Thus, there is the appositional growth of ACP prefer-

ably in the direction perpendicular to the tooth surface (Margolis et al., 2014; Simmer et al.,

2010), the amelogenin-based supramolecular assemblies being the key agent responsible for the

origination and directionality of CaP growth (Moradian-Oldak, 2012) probably in combina-

tion with corresponding effects of ameloblastin (Wald et al., 2013). During the later secretory

stage of enamel calcification the matrix proteins are specifically broken down with enamelysin

(MMP-20) allowing the controlled transformation of the ACP phase into the final crystalline

apatite (Beniash et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2008).

During the maturation stage, the partially split matrix proteins are almost completely re-

moved by KLK4 protease providing the space yielded by the lost proteins for CaP crystal

growth (Lu et al., 2008). Robinson (2014) stresses that the removal of matrix protein seems

to be a prerequisite for crystal growth, presumably providing mineral ions with access to the

growing crystals, and argues that the initial removal of proteins in interior, i.e., first formed,

enamel results in maturation growth accelerating from inside to outside. In general, it can

be concluded that the molecular events of enamel formation during the secretory stage have

been elucidated to considerable extent, and recent detailed information is also available on

the molecular mechanisms of enamel maturation (Ganss and Abbarin, 2014), though obviously

lesser attention has been paid to the crystallographic effects of particular processes composing

the molecular machinery of enamel maturation (Daculsi and Kerebel, 1978).

In any case,however, much less is known about how the particular processes contributing to

enamel formation are orchestrated to produce the complex patterns of enamel microarchitecture

characterizing particular clades of mammals, and how the distribution of particular enamel

patterns over the particular loci of a tooth is controlled. Detailed comparative information on
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developmental mechanisms modifying the enamel patterns of particular mammalian clades is

largely missing. The questions of which of them present true synapomorphies of all mammals

and which were stepping stones in the evolution of mammalian amelogenesis (Clemens, 1997)

remain thus largely unanswered.

Detailed developmental information is available for a few model taxa, mainly for mouse, rat

and human. Unfortunately, in dental respects, including enamel microarchitecture, these taxa

- muroid rodents and anthropoid primates - are extremely derived, showing a large set of

phylogenetic rearrangements from the basic mammalian dental type. It can be expected that

this might also concern some of the amelogenetic processes observed in them. Information

on enamel formation in taxa retaining the ancestral form of mammalian dentition is urgently

required. First of all, this refers to those taxa bearing the tribosphenic molar, the ancestral

form of molar teeth and a key apomorphy of mammalian dentition (Osborn, 1907; Jernvall,

1995; Evans and Sanson, 2003; Davis, 2011). Tribosphenic molars are characterized by a regular

radial arrangement of enamel prisms (PE), continuous from the enamel-dentine junction (EDJ)

to the occlusal surface, with an interprismatic matrix (IPM) of disorganized CaP crystallites

in between the prisms and a thin surface cover of aprismatic enamel, APE (Lester and Hand,

1987; Lester and Boyde, 1987; Boyde, 1989; Koenigswald and Sander, 1997; Lucas et al.,

2008). Developmental information available on the amelogenesis of tribosphenic teeth suggests

that, from the beginning of amelogenesis during embryonic development, exclusively prismatic

enamel is produced, while IPM and APE first appear only shortly prior to tooth eruption

(Špoutil et al., 2010). Until then the enamel coat composed exclusively of radial prisms is

unconsolidated and imposes no mechanical constraints on the enlargement of the tooth and

the shaping movements of the dental papilla. In this respect, radial prismatic enamel plays

the role of structural scaffold allowing the enamel coat of mammalian teeth rapidly to attain a

considerable thickness and retain it notwithstanding further shaping movements of the tooth

primordium. Delayed enamel maturation (including the late appearance of IPM and APE) then

prolongs the time available for tooth enlargement up to tooth eruption. It was suggested that

the combination of these processes is the essential novelty of the mammalian amelogenetic

dynamic and possibly became a key driving factor of mammalian dental evolution(Horáček

and Špoutil, 2012). Unfortunately, which processes underlie these innovations, in terms of

mineralization dynamics and crystal growth, and how their variations effect the final functional

and biomechanical qualities of the adult tooth crown is largely unknown.

To examine aspects of these processes in detail, we analyzed the crystallographic characteristics

of enamel at different stages of pre-eruptional development using the lower distal molar (m3) of

the miniature laboratory pig as a model (for basic odontologenetic characteristics see Štemb́ırek

et al., 2010; Tonge and McCance, 1973; Wang et al., 2014a, Fig 7.1). Although the bunodont

molar teeth of pigs retain only little of the original tribosphenic design, they share many of

its enamel characteristics. In contrast to the derived enamel microarchitecture in the most

frequent model taxa (mouse, rat, human), pig teeth exhibit essentially a uniform radial prism
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Figure 7.1: Mandibular dentition and molar eruption in subadult (SA) and adult (A) minipig
representing the age span covered in this study. Note the embryonic stage of m3 development
(entirely covered by a vascularized dental sac) in subadult individuals.
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arrangement, with regularly dispersed IPM and APE (Fig 7.2).The tooth we studied (m3) is

the largest tooth of adult dentition, responding to extreme functional demands with a very

thick enamel. In contrast to rodent models, the tooth development is particularly prolonged

(calcification begins at the age of 8 months, eruption is completed at 23 months), which provides

a chance to trace the diverse steps of enamel formation and enamel maturation in greater detail.

We believe that this is the most suitable model for revealing the specific roles of developmental

processes and for distinguishing putative heterochronies and heterotopies among them at a

high scale of resolution. In addition, a very thick enamel coat makes it possible to collect the

large CaP samples required for crystallographic studies and, hence, to compare the states of

particular crystallographic variables in different parts of the tooth crown as well as to analyze

the patterns of spatial variation in the development of CaP crystallites in different enamel coat

layers.

The standard crystallographic technique applied in this study was X-ray powder diffraction.

It provides information about atomic positions within the crystal structure. The qualitative

and structural properties of the studied materials are indicated by the diffracting peak posi-

tion on the 2θ scale and its intensity. Yet, small crystal dimensions and lattice imperfections

(preferentially dislocations) result in a broadening of the peak shape. These dislocations have

the effect of dividing the original crystals into much smaller domains. These domains scatter

incoherently with respect to one another and thus behave like very small crystals; they are usu-

ally described as crystallites. Finally, the extent of the dislocations that cause the subdivision

of the original larger crystal into domains is referred to as microstrain (Klug and Alexander,

1974).

7.3 Materials and Methods

A series of enamel samples were collected from 18 miniature laboratory pigs aged between

16 and 30 months (for a detailed description see SupTab 7.1) provided by the Institute of

Animal Physiology and Genetics in Liběchov, Czech Republic. We were allowed to extract jaws

from the individuals sacrificed on diverse terms in 2013 and 2014 for the purposes of several

research projects conducted in the Institute (comp. e.g. Vodička et al., 2005; Baxa et al., 2013;

Planska et al., 2015, etc.). The pigs were euthanatized by gunshots using a forehead strike

by captive bolt pistol (comp. AVMA Guidelines for the Euthanasia of Animals). Transgenic

minipigs have been kept in the Institute for more than 40 years under highly standardized

conditions responding to current Czech regulations and guidelines for animal welfare and with

approval from the State Veterinary Administration of the Czech Republic. We ensured that all

components of the respective projects including all particular procedures were carried out in

accordance with the Projects of Experiment approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee

of the IAPG AS CR, v.v.i. (Libechov, Czech Republic), following the rules of the European

Convention for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and related Czech regulations. We
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Figure 7.2: Cross-section of the mesial part (protoconid-metaconid) of m3 (SEM) in (a) an
immature (17-month-old) and (b) mature (30-month-old) minipig. The immature tooth illus-
trates the heterotopy of enamel maturation: the simultaneous appearance of mature compact
enamel close to the EDJ (1), a partly mature enamel segment (2), and outer immature enamel
(3); EDJ = enamel-dentine junction. (c) longitudinal section of semimature m3 (20-month-
old) individual with a macroscopic view of Hunter-Schreger bands (HSB) and outer aprismatic
enamel.
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used female individuals of the same breed, all kept under highly standardized conditions. The

project of this study (by IH) was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the

Faculty of Science, Charles University, Prague. The third molars (m3) of each individual

were extracted from the right mandible to obtain samples for X-ray powder diffraction (XRD)

experiments and from the left mandible to obtain samples for imaging using scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) and microindentation testing (MiT) (for a list of variables see SupTab 7.2).

The samples for XRD investigation were manually disintegrated into fragments of potentially

pure enamel from the selected tooth areas (SupFig 7.1) according to Kallistová et al. (2015).

The inner/outer enamel parts were taken in the area of the talonid. To confirm the purity

of enamel fragments an optical microscope and scanning electron microscope (Tescan Vega3

XMU) were used. Finally, the pure enamel was ground under acetone in a CoorsTek alumina

mortar.

We performed X-ray powder diffraction measurements using a Bruker D8 Discover diffracto-

meter equipped with a linear LynxEye detector and a germanium primary monochromator

providing CuKα1 radiation ( = 1.54056 Å). Data were collected in the 2θ range of 5 - 122°with

a step size of 0.013°, a counting time of 7 seconds at each step, and a detector angular opening

of 3.7°. The analysis of diffraction line broadening was accomplished using Le Bail whole-

pattern fitting implemented in the Full-Prof software program (Rodŕıguez-Carvajal, 2001).

The standard reference material LaB6 SRM 660b (NIST) was used to characterize the instru-

mental resolution function. The agreement factors of the Le Bail fit mostly clustered around

1.6 (χ2).

SEM/MiT tooth samples were cut vertically into halves in the bucco-lingual direction (at the

talonid area). These tooth halves were subsequently embedded in epoxy resin and polished.

We also used the remaining tooth halves, gently detaching the surface layer of the vertical cut

(talonid area) in a way that followed the natural cleavage planes, to uncover the actual enamel

texture. All samples were first documented by means of digital photography (in the optical

microscope); then, micromechanical properties were analyzed (samples embedded in epoxy);

and, finally, SEM images were taken. We first took images of all polished SEM samples

(gold sputtered); then the gold was removed and the samples etched by 3% HCl (3 s) and

subsequently gold sputtered again. SEM images were taken in the secondary electron (SE)

mode, in high vacuum at 20-30kV and at working distances of 7-12 mm using a Tescan Vega3

XMU.

The width of enamel prisms and the thickness of crystallite aggregates were analyzed from

SEM images using ImageJ and IC Measure software for on-screen measurements (Fig 7.3).

Micromechanical properties were characterized by an instrumented microindentation hardness

tester (Micro-Combi Tester; CSM Instruments, Switzerland). For each specimen, at least

10 indentations were performed per each cut surface and selected location. In each selected

location, the indents were made in a line parallel with the outer edge of the tooth section,

i.e. at the same distance from the tooth surface. The indentations were performed with a
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Figure 7.3: Techniques of measuring prism width (a) and thickness of crystallite aggregates
(b).

Vickers indenter (diamond square pyramid, angle between two non-adjacent faces 136◦); de-

tails of the experimental geometry are described elsewhere (Šlouf et al., 2015). The indenter

was forced against the cut surfaces with the following parameters: load 0.4905 N (50 gf), load

time 6 s, and linear loading/unloading rate 0.417 N/s (25,000 mN/min). For the given mater-

ials and experimental setup, the size of the indents on the cut surface was well above 10µm.

Consequently, the results should not be overly sensitive to micro- and nanometer scale inhomo-

geneities in the enamel structure. Curves showing applied force (F ) vs. penetration depth (h)

were used to calculate indentation hardness (HIT), indentation modulus (EIT), indentation

creep (CIT), and the elastic part of the indentation work (ηIT). HIT and EIT are the most

common properties of microindentation testing, which, in our study, were determined accord-

ing to the well-established theory of Oliver and Pharr (Oliver and Pharr, 2004). Indentation

creep, CIT, gives the resistance of a material to a long-term load. The higher the value of

CIT, the lower the resistance to a long-term load. Microindentation creep was calculated as

the relative increase in the penetration depth during full load: CIT = (h2 − h1)/h1 × 100%,

where h1 is the penetration depth of the indenter into the specimen at the beginning of the

full load and h2 is the penetration depth at the end of the full load. The elastic part of the

indentation work (ηIT) is related to the elasticity of the material. Completely elastic material,

such as elastic rubber, would have ηIT = 100% and would completely return to its original

shape after unloading, i.e. there would be no permanent imprint of the indenter on the ma-

terial surface. The elastic part of the indentation work was calculated on a relative scale as:
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ηIT = Welast/Wtotal×100%, where Welast is the elastic indentation work (the area between the

loading and unloading curves) and Wtotal is the total indentation work (the total area under

the loading curve). Detailed descriptions of the calculation of all four quantities determined

from microindentation experiments (HIT, EIT, CIT, and ηIT) are given in the manual of the

Indentation 5.18 software (Instruments, 2013).

Statistical analyses were performed in Microsoft Excel and STATISTICA 8.0 software. The

Gauss error function f(x) = 0.5a∗ (1+erf(b∗ (x+ c))), linear regression f(x) = (x∗a)+ b and

polynomial regression f(x) = (a∗x2)+(b∗x)+ const., where a,b and c are refined parameters,

were fitted to the observed data using gnuplot [version 4.6.4-2].

7.4 Results

All stages of m3 development covered by our study (including 16- to 18-month-old individuals

with embryonal teeth that had not yet attained their final size and shape - see (Fig 7.1 SA,

Fig 7.2) exhibited a roughly identical enamel cover thickness corresponding to that of the adult

m3. Yet, particular stages differed markedly both in crystallographic variables and enamel

histology. A complete survey of the measured values is available in SupTab 7.2. Except for

microstrain and CIT, all crystallographic variables were significantly age-dependent and most

of them showed clear mutual correlations (SupTab 7.4 and SupTab 7.5; SupFig 7.2 and SupFig

7.4).

The crystallite size in the adult m3 varied between 33.8 and 38.9 nm in thickness (la crystal-

lographic direction), and 56 and 70 nm in length (lc crystallographic direction). We found no

significant difference between adult and subadult m3 in the length of crystallites (Fig 7.4b,d).

In contrast, the thickness of crystallites in individuals younger than 21 months was significantly

smaller than in adults, and exhibited a clear age dependency fitted smoothly with a Gauss error

function (Fig 7.4a,c), conforming to a model of gradual growth with a mean monthly increment

of about 3.15/3.44 nm (11%;14.5%) at the inner/outer zone of enamel coat. The zero point of

the error function suggests that the growth of crystallite thickness begins at a postnatal age of

about 5-6 months for the inner zone and 7-8 months for the outer zone. In the inner zone, the

adult crystallite size was achieved at around 20 months - ca. 390 days of calcification (DoC).

The slopes of the error function for crystallite thickness in the mesial and distal part of the

tooth differed significantly, suggesting an average monthly increment of 4.4 nm (16%) at the

mesial and 3.8 nm (15%) at the distal part (Fig 7.4a). Compared to the mesial part, the zone

of adult values was achieved with about 5 months delay in the distal part (20 vs. 25 months

of postnatal age).

Microstrain computed for the mesial part of the crown showed consistent values of around

12.35‰ in all individuals, a value which was attained at the distal crown part only at the age

of 20 months after a dramatic drop from much higher values in younger individuals (Fig 7.5b).

The difference between 16- and 20-month-old individuals was more than 50%. From the age
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Figure 7.4: Crystallite thickness (a,c) and crystallite length (b,d) revealed by X-ray diffraction
of the inner and outer enamel (a,b), and the mesial and distal enamel (c,d) plotted against the
postnatal age of particular individuals (abscissa, lower) and day of m3 calcification (abscissa,
upper) – mean values of particular individuals with SD error bars (mostly covered by the
marks). The blue band indicates the range of mature enamel crystallite size estimated both
from our previous observations and from data by Daculsi and Kerebel (1978), Daculsi et al.
(1984), and Simmer and Fincham (1995). The beginning of calcification (the zero point of the
upper abscissa scale) is taken from Tonge and McCance (1973) and Wang et al. (2014a). The
ovals indicate sampling areas for either inner and outer enamel and the mesial or distal tooth
part, respectively.
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Figure 7.5: Variation of microstrain during the maturation stage of calcification in (a) the
inner and outer enamel parts, (b) the mesial and distal tooth parts. Mean values of particular
individuals with SD error bars (mostly covered by the marks).

of 20 months, the microstrain values showed no significant variation. Prior to that age, the

microstrain values of outer enamel were invariantly higher than those of inner enamel. Yet,

for both the inner and outer enamel layers, microstrain in immature individuals (<20 months)

was higher than that in older individuals, showing a steep transition within the month prior

to the age of 20 months (Fig 7.5a).

Data concerning the mechanical properties of enamel revealed by indentation analyses are

summarized in Fig 7.6. Despite certain differences among particular variables, they all show

an abrupt shift within the period between 18-23 months of animal age (i.e. 300-450 DoC): the

hardness HIT, stiffness EIT, and elasticity ηIT of enamel increased, while the behavior of the

indentation creep parameter CIT was quite the opposite, showing that during the late stage of

maturation the enamel essentially increases its stiffness, hardness, elasticity, while its capacity

for plastic deformation dramatically decreases. Until the postnatal age of 20 months, the inner

and outer enamel layers exhibited roughly the same values (close to zero) of HIT and EIT,

yet, adult teeth (>23 months) HIT values for the outer enamel zone were significantly higher

than those for the inner zone (Fig 7.6a), and the transition to adult values for both variables

was clearly steeper in the inner enamel. From the age of 23 months the enamel mechanical
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properties showed almost no variation.

In short: we demonstrate a gradual fluent growth in crystallite size, continuous throughout the

pre-eruptional period, combined with an abrupt decrease in enamel microstrain and a rapid

switch in enamel mechanical properties between 18-23 months. The inner/mesial enamel part

is about 3-5 months ahead in embryonic development compared to outer/ distal parts. Full

maturity of all loci of the minipig m3 is achieved around 25 - 26 months of age (i.e. the whole

calcification process takes around 510 - 540 days).

The SEM images of the completely mature enamel show a compactly packed radial prismatic

pattern with a dense interprismatic matrix (IPM) uniformly dispersed across the overall enamel

area. The radial organization of the enamel coat is further accompanied by distinct macroscop-

ically visible radial strips of multiserial Hunter-Schreger bands (HSB) (Fig 7.2c and Fig 7.7).

In contrast to the radial prisms continuous from EDJ to the crown surface zone, the condensed

tangentially oriented prisms constituting the HSB (Fig 7.7e) are restricted to a particular HSB

strip, a portion of them obviously derived from neighboring radial prisms. The surface of the

crown is covered by a distinct layer of aprismatic enamel (Fig 7.2c). All these characters of

adult enamel were completed first at the mesial part of the tooth in 20-month-old individu-

als, i.e. at the age when the eruption of m3 began with a noticeable bulging of the gingiva.

The paraconid, the first cusp appearing above the gingiva, was completely erupted at 23-24

months. Even at that time, when the mesial (trigonid) tooth part was already fully developed,

the enamel structure of the distal part of the tooth retained its embryonic characters with

incomplete maturation (Fig 7.7).

The width of the radial prisms varied within the range 1.5 - 4.8 µm with a gradual increase

from EDJ to the crown surface both at the mesial and distal parts of the tooth. The respective

trend was present both in immature and mature enamel (Fig 7.8b), yet in the outer zone the

prism width of immature enamel (1.8-3.2 µm in 17 month old individual) was significantly

smaller than in 24 month old individuals (2.6-5.3 µm). Corresponding trends were observed

also with the mean thickness of the core crystals of the radial prisms, elementary structural

units visible in the SEM images (Fig 7.8a). The mean thickness of these crystals in the inner

zone (close to EDJ) was nearly the same both in the mesial and distal parts of the tooth (64

vs. 63 nm) while at the outer enamel the respective values in the distal part (94 nm) were

significantly higher that in the mesial part (75 nm).

The embryonic enamel of the youngest individuals of our series (age 16-17 months) was restric-

ted to long fibers of radial enamel rods (covered by well-defined sheets) showing a considerable

spatial divergence toward the crown surface (Fig 7.9). Only a narrow deep zone along the

EDJ with the dense packing of enamel rods exhibited the regular appearance of adult-like IPM

(Fig 7.7 and 7.10). The prisms of the outer zone showed an erratic termination lacking pro-

nounced spatial integration, with numerous anastomosing divergences and a large amount of

empty spaces without mineralized infill, in particular in the distal part of the tooth. The rough

crown surface (after removal of the remnants of the enamel organ) showed only loose prisms
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Figure 7.6: Mechanical parameters (a) HIT, (b) EIT, (c) ηIT, and (d) CIT and their rela-
tionships to enamel formation. Each point represents an average value calculated from 10
microindentation points. For d) the error function parameter a from the inner enamel part
was set to the value of the same parameter for the outer enamel to prevent instability in the
fit. Mean values of particular individuals with SD error bars (mostly covered by the signs).
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Figure 7.7: A cross-section of the mesial part of m3 in a 17-month-old individual (a) and the
structure of the enamel at different parts of the enamel coat (b-h), all at the same magnification,
SEM, acid etched, scale bar 10 µm . Note the apparent differences in enamel texture and prism
width between the mature inner enamel (b-e) and the immature outer enamel (f-h). HSB -
Hunter-Schregers bands.
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Figure 7.8: Mean width of radial prisms (a) and mean thickness of core crystals (b) at partic-
ular distances from the EDJ measured from SEM images (2000x magnification). Each point
represents an average value calculated from at least 30 measurements, in some cases up to 240
measurements, with SD error bars.

irregularly interconnected by anastomosing fibers (Fig 7.9). The aprismatic surface coating,

characterizing adult mature enamel, was completely absent in these stages ( SupFig 7.3). The

deep layer of mature-like enamel along the EDJ and the outer zone of the loose anastomosing

rods were separated by a distinct transitional zone exhibiting a regular spatial arrangement of

prisms and the incomplete development of IPM. In the trigonid of 16-month-old individuals,

the transitional zone was quite narrow; in 17-month-old individuals it amounted to ca. 1/5,

and in 18-month-old individuals it covered about a half of the enamel thickness.

The very thick layer of loose prisms of embryonic enamel was split into irregular spatial blocks

(supposedly due to the continuous growth of tooth size during the pre-eruption period) sep-

arated by deep fissures initially lacking any mineralized infill. CaP mineralization of these

between-block spaces began from the EDJ. In the deeper part of the enamel coat it took the

form of prismatic crystallization producing the HSB pattern (Fig 7.9). In the outer zone the

HSB pattern was less distinct and the fissures were finally covered by the surface APE with

well-marked perikymata along deeper cervical parts of the crown.

All the above-mentioned changes associated with enamel maturation began in the zone of the

EDJ. Fig 7.11 shows that in embryonic teeth the EDJ represents a thick zone, morphologically

distinct and histologically much different from the EDJ of adult teeth. Its enamel face is

characterized by numerous enamel tubules with strongly mineralized tubular walls that are

equal in diameter both to dentine tubules and the bases of densely packed enamel prisms
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Figure 7.9: Optical macrophotography of the post-talonid part of the m3 crown in a 20-month-
old individual. Note the dense arrangement of prisms, the absence of IPM and APE, and
the structural fissures among compact blocks of prisms, partly infilled by a non/mineralized
compound (red arrowheads). Natural surface, no polishing, no acid etching, gold coating. Blue
arrowhead: isolated IPM aggregates at inner part of enamel prisms.

appearing in their continuation.

7.5 Discussion

The term of enamel maturation specifically denotes the stage when the final thickness of the

enamel layer is already achieved and amelogenetic processes are predominantly oriented to

the removal of water and organic materials, mineralization, and promoting enamel mechanical

properties (Robinson, 2014). When the enamel matrix is first laid down, it is 80-90% protein

and fluid and only 10-20% mineral by volume, while the mature enamel is >90% mineral by

volume (Robinson et al., 1998). In fact, maturation is an enormously complicated process

during which the products of the secretory phase, both structural and material, integrate

to form the adult enamel coat with all the fine details of its microarchitecture and all its

exceptional mechanical properties (Ganss and Abbarin, 2014; Moradian-Oldak, 2012; Nanci,

2008).

During the maturation stage, ameloblasts lose their Tomes processes and their secretory activ-

ity takes the form of a mass pumping of calcium ions into the space of maturating enamel,

together with some calcium-binding proteins that do not appear during the secretory stage

(Nanci, 2008). This causes fluctuations in the pH of the enamel fluids (Sasaki et al., 1991),

which among other things prevents enamel demineralization and provides pH conditions op-

timized for the functioning of matrix degrading enzymes, mainly KLK4 produced specifically
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Figure 7.10: Enamel microstructure at identical loci of the mesial part of m3 in 16- and 17-
month-old individuals (SEM, no acid etching). Note the complete development of dense IPM
at the inner part of the crown while only the first signs of IPM appear at the outer part.
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Figure 7.11: SEM images of selected tooth parts of a 17-month-old individual showing the
transition zone between dentine and enamel (EDJ) and similarities between the shape and size
of the dentine and enamel tubules (acid etched).
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during this stage (Moradian-Oldak, 2012). A recent review of this topic stresses that the mat-

uration stage is the least-well-known part of odontogenetic processes, and that only now are

we beginning to understand the principles of enamel biomineralization, its molecular control

mechanisms and their possible roles (Ganss and Abbarin, 2014).

In this paper, we present the results of a crystallographic study of enamel maturation using

a minipig m3 as a model. While focusing on sampling techniques designed to prevent meth-

odological bias in the estimations of crystallographic variables (Kallistová et al., 2015), we

found several consistent trends characterizing pre-eruptional enamel maturation, which can be

summarized as follows. (1) The size of crystallite exhibits a fluent gradual enlargement that

terminates with the attainment of adult values at 20 months of postnatal age (i.e. the stage

when the eruption of the mesial part of the tooth begins). (2) This size enlargement concerns

crystallite thickness not crystallite length, for which adult values were clearly achieved prior

to the period covered by our study (16-31 months of postnatal age). (3) There is well-marked

structural heterotopy in the course of these processes: the maturation of the outer enamel

layer and the distal part of a tooth are considerably delayed in comparison to that in the

inner enamel layer and the mesial part of the tooth. In contrast to the gradual manner of

crystallite size enlargement, (4) the microstrain - a measure of crystallographic imperfections

- shows a different dynamics: an abrupt decrease over a short period prior to the beginning of

tooth eruption, synchronous with (5) an abrupt switch in the state of the quantitative variables

characterizing the mechanical properties of the enamel, particularly the overall hardening of

the enamel, which attains adult values immediately prior to eruption. (6) Until then, the

mineralized enamel (as visualized by SEM images) is organized in the form of parallel radial

prisms with well-developed sheets, but not integrated by a crystallized interprismatic matrix.

(7) The mass crystallization of IPM (revealed by SEM imaging) and finally the appearance of

a surface layer of aprismatic enamel is synchronous with maturation processes (4) and (5). (8)

The IPM infill of deeper cracks separating the compact blocks of radial prisms takes the form

of macroscopically visible columns of densely compressed tangential enamel rods, constituting

conspicuous Hunter-Schreger bands characteristic of porcine adult molars (Fig 7.2c). (9) Both

in embryonic and adult enamel, the width of radial prisms increases from the EDJ to the crown

surface, similarly to the mean size of the core crystals composing them. (10) At the EDJ, where

the spatial arrangement of prisms is quite compact, and even in the earliest embryonic tooth

of our series, the prisms (or prismatic sheets ) seem to grow from the enamel tubules that are

clearly directly continuing the dentine tubules.

In regards to general aspects of mammalian enamel maturation, our results deserve some

further comment, particularly with respect to differences from the standard mouse model of

enamel maturation. (i) First, we should stress the difference in size of the core structural units

visualized by SEM imaging and of the elementary CaP crystallites revealed with the aid of

X-ray powder diffraction. It suggests that in porcine enamel, in contrast to enamel of the

mouse incisor but similarly as in enamel of tribosphenic molars (Špoutil et al., 2010), the core
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crystals are actually composite aggregates of the elementary crystallites. The thickness of the

crystals - i.e. the core aggregates, the smallest structural units distinguishable in the SEM

images - varied from 51 to 105 nm (showing an increasing trend from the EDJ to the crown

surface, with mean values of 65 to 85 nm). Considering the mean value of adult crystallite

thickness (33-38 nm) this suggests that the core crystals are formed by two to three elementary

crystallites. In terms of SEM imaging, the appearance of distinct crystals (aggregated from

several elementary crystallites) seems to be a pertinent characteristic of the mature enamel.

This takes place at the time of an abrupt decrease in microstrain, which raises the question

of the degree to which crystallite aggregation plays a role in the mechanism compensating

lattice disorders of individual crystallites formed prior to that stage. In any case, as the size of

aggregates shows no influence upon the state of the crystallographic size variables of enamel

CaP, it appears that, contrary to the proposal of Simmer et al. (2010), the aggregation of

crystallites is not the driving force behind enamel mineralization.

(ii) The comparison of particular ontogenetic stages undertaken in this study demonstrated a

fluent gradual increase in the thickness of individual crystallites composing the prisms (with

a monthly increment of ca 3.8 nm). This suggests that the continuous absorption of calcium

phosphate onto the lateral faces of nuclear CaP crystallites is the key factor in their mat-

uration. Such a view is consistent with numerous studies on the embryonic growth of CaP

crystallites employing high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (Daculsi and Kerebel,

1978; Daculsi et al., 1984; Nylen et al., 1963; Simmer and Fincham, 1995), including their

conclusions that the gradual increase in crystallite thickness is preceded by a rapid elongation

of crystallite length prior to the beginning of the maturation stage proper.

(iii) The abrupt decrease in microstrain observed during the last stages of the maturation pro-

cess (more than 50% compared to that in 120 DoC) is, to our knowledge, reported here for the

first time. Microstrain values can serve as a quantitative measure of lattice defects in the crys-

tal structure, which can induce significant variations in its physical and mechanical properties

(Klug and Alexander, 1974). A high amount of several types of crystal defects (such as edge

and screw dislocations) in fetal enamel was reported by Cuisinier et al. (1990). Špoutil et al.

(2010) suggested that high values of microstrain found in the tribosphenic molars of bats may

arise due to the amelogenetic dynamics characterizing that tooth type (simple radial enamel,

delayed maturation). Robinson et al. (1998) surveyed sources of crystallographic imperfection

in enamel CaP in detail, noting that planar defects parallel to the long c-axis of the crystallite

are particularly common there. Terminal hydrolysis, epitaxial overgrowth, and screw disloca-

tions propagated in the direction of the c-axis were all proposed to explain the source of this

enamel CaP lattice disorder (Robinson et al., 1998). The abrupt decrease in the amount of

lattice defects that we observed at the terminal maturation stage can be ascribed either to

the healing effect of the mutual aggregation of elementary prismatic crystallites and/or to a

change in the environment of the crystallization events which take place within that stage,

namely the appearance of IPM. It seems quite possible that the hyperalkalic conditions driven
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by the active disappearance of water and residual proteins may promote a considerable reduc-

tion in lattice disorder in IPM crystallites, yet for obvious reasons it was beyond the scope of

the method to support this view with instrumental data. (iv) It is also worth mentioning the

fact that the dramatic shift in enamel micromechanical properties revealed by microindenta-

tion analyses appeared just within the terminal maturation stage. In contrast to microstrain,

which showed no significant correlation to any of the crystallographic variables (including the

size of crystallites), three out of four micromechanical variables (hardness, stiffness, elasti-

city) were mutually strongly correlated at a high level of statistical significance (SupTab 7.5).

Surprisingly, they showed no significant correlation with crystallite thickness, at least in the

inner enamel. The fourth micromechanical variable, CIT, differed substantially: for the inner

enamel it exhibited no significant correlation with any other variable except for the CIT of

the outer enamel. This variable, which quantifies the capacity to respond to long-term load,

exhibited a rapid decline between postnatal months 17 and 18. This preceded the changes in

other variables, including the CIT of the outer enamel, which correlated significantly with other

micromechanical variables (SupTab 7.5). This means that until the rapid drop in CIT shortly

prior to tooth eruption the enamel coat is not capable of resisting the permanent deformation

and thus presents no essential constraint to the enlargement of tooth size generated by the 3D

growth of the dental papilla (in our porcine model, this was apparent, for example from the

smaller sizes of developing teeth compared to those in adult individuals comp. Fig 7.1 and 7.2).

Similarly as in tribosphenic molars, the structural organization of immature enamel, which is

composed exclusively of loose radial prisms, seems to be a key prerequisite for perieruptional

tooth enlargement (Horáček and Špoutil, 2012). The reshaping capacity is then terminated

by the appearance of IPM, spatially integrating individual prisms, and the surface cover of

aprismatic enamel. All these results suggest that the mass production of IPM is the proper

agent of the final stage of enamel maturation, by which the exceptional mechanical properties

of adult enamel are created.

(v) Consequently, in terms of crystallization dynamics, enamel formation seems to include two

(or three) distinct processes: (a) the early appearance of a radial prismatic scaffold preforming

the total thickness of the enamel coat, which simultaneously allows the further enlargement and

reshaping of the immature tooth, and (b) delayed mineralization of the interprismatic matrix

postponed to the late stage of maturation, which terminates with (c) the appearance of surface

aprismatic enamel prior to the eruption of the finally shaped tooth crown. The respective

processes seem to differ not only in their timing and functional effects, but, as mentioned above,

also in the dynamics of crystallite growth and presumably the amount of lattice disorder. The

heterochrony of these processes has been proposed as an essential factor in the developmental

dynamics of the tribosphenic molar, a key apomorphy of mammalian dentition (Horáček and

Špoutil, 2012).With the aid of crystallographic analysis we identified the same pattern also in

the derived molar type of a pig. The sharing of the same patterns in phylogenetically quite

distant taxa indicates that the observed organization of enamel maturation may represent a
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common feature of the mammalian amelogenetic dynamic. It might even suggest the hypothesis

that the divergence of amelogenetic mechanisms into the above mentioned distinct processes

could have been the most significant apomorphy of mammalian amelogenesis.

(vi) The respective processes (a,b,c) undoubtedly differ in the regulation of crystallite growth

and crystallization dynamics, likely through differences in the composition of the crystallization

environment. The restriction of amelotin to the surface zone and its secretion at the late stage

of enamel maturation in mammals (Gasse et al., 2015), suggesting a relation to process (c) men-

tioned above, is one example of the factors that should be taken in account. Correspondingly,

a plethora of studies illustrating the role of particular components of the extracellular enamel

matrix in crystallization dynamics, including supramolecular interactions producing linear ag-

gregates of nanospheres, patterns of calcium-binding mechanisms, and inhibitory effects upon

mineralization dynamics (Du et al., 2005; Fukumoto et al., 2004; Moradian-Oldak, 2012; Nanci,

2008), provide a robust platform for the search for pertinent regulation mechanisms.

(vii) The most detailed data on enamel formation provided by studies on incisors of muroid

rodents, including high resolution TEM images of the earliest stages of crystallite formation

(comp. Nanci, 2008), suggest that the organization of enamel is directly promoted by the

secretion activity of ameloblasts, and that prismatic and interprismatic enamel is produced

simultaneously, the former by the front face, the latter by the lateral walls of the Tomes

processes (Warshawsky et al., 1981). In contrast, our study demonstrates that the onset of

mineralization both of PE and later IPM takes place in the deepest enamel zone, close to the

EDJ, typically under a major cusp of the mesial part of the tooth, and subsequently spreads

in the form of a maturation wave towards the surface of the crown, where the ameloblast front

operates, and to the cervical region and distal part of the tooth. The essential role of the

EDJ in enamel formation was repeatedly suggested also by other authors (e.g. Cooper, 1968).

In this regard, Simmer et al. (2010) further report the demineralization of secretory products

in the zone, exerting a polarizing effect upon the composition of the enamel matrix along a

gradient from the ameloblast secretion front to the EDJ. In other findings, the concentration of

mineral compounds along the EDJ increased together with the concentration of low molecular

products of the proteolytic digestion of amelogenins and ameloblastin providing also increased

amounts of calcium binding domains (Fukumoto et al., 2004; Vymětal et al., 2008; Yoshizaki

et al., 2013; Wald et al., 2013). It can be hypothesized that the degree of such polarization

increases with the distance between the EDJ and ameloblasts, i.e. with the height of the

column of prismatic enamel that, just in the porcine m3, reaches extreme values. A less

obvious phenomenon indicating the essential role of EDJ in enamel formation is the conspicuous

thickening of embryonic EDJ with the appearance of enamel tubules, corresponding in diameter

and orientation as well as by their strongly mineralized peritubular sheets to dentine tubules

(Fig 7.11), a character not persistent in the mature tooth. This may suggests the active role

of odontoblastic processes in initiations of the prismatic enamel, possibly even providing the

collagen nuclei of the prismatic sheet in the zone close to the EDJ, a phenomenon recently
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documented with the aid of synchrotron radiation nanotomography in two other mammalian

species (Kallonen et al., 2014).

(viii) The contradiction between observations on muroid rodents that show prismatic and inter-

prismatic enamel to be produced simultaneously (Nanci, 2008) and our conclusions suggesting

heterochrony in PE and IPM formation as an essential component of mammalian amelogenetic

dynamics deserves special attention. It reminds us that the mode of amelogenesis in particular

mammalian clades can differ considerably and that extensive adaptive divergences in dental

characters can be accompanied by extensive rearrangements in amelogenetic dynamics. It

should be stressed in these connections that muroid rodents, from which the vast majority

of odontologic information has been obtained, exhibit an obviously extremely derived state of

dental characters and extremely derived developmental dynamics, both contributing essentially

to the enormous evolutionary prospect of that clade. With a complex uniserial decussation of

the prisms composed of compact streams of distinct crystallites of enormous length (Vymětal

et al., 2008), the enamel of the muroid incisor can respond, despite its minute thickness (ca

100 µm in mouse), to extraordinary mechanical requirements. Obviously, during the extremely

shortened developmental period of muroid rodents, such complex enamel organization could

hardly be produced without radical rearrangements of the amelogenetic dynamics, shifts in the

timing of particular processes and their spatial domains and/or modifications of enamel matrix

proteins (note the quite derived structure of rodent amelogenin (Delgado et al., 2005)). Which

of the processes of enamel formation observed in muroid rodents are specific just for that clade

and which of them represent true general components of mammalian amelogenetic dynamics

can thus be distinguished only after detailed comparative data from other mammalian clades

is available. Further information is urgently required.

7.6 Conclusion

The prolonged calcification of the minipig distal molar (510-540 days until tooth eruption)

enabled us to trace the particular stages of enamel maturation in great detail. Our results

revealed that: (a) both crystallization and maturation processes start along the EDJ; (b)

the pattern and mechanism of enamel formation in the early and late maturation periods

differ significantly: the former is associated with the establishment of enamel prisms and the

subsequent growth of their crystallites, the latter is marked by the rapid appearance of the

interprismatic matrix and a shift in micromechanical properties by which, about a month prior

to tooth eruption, the enamel achieves the hardeness values characterizing the adult tooth

crown; (c) a rapid decrease in crystallite microstrain at the latter stage suggests that the initial

organization of prismatic enamel might produce a considerable amount of structural defects

that are either repaired by the subsequent growth of crystallites and/or entirely compensated by

the interprismatic matrix, crystallizing at that time; and (d) early maturation producing radial

prismatic enamel and late maturation associated with the appearance of IPM and resulting
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in adult enamel qualities should be looked upon as quite distinct processes. Their separation

seems to be an essential component of mammalian amelogenetic dynamics.
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7.7 Supplements

Figure SupFig 7.1: Selected enamel areas undergoing XRD experiments (i.e.: inner, outer,
mesial, distal parts).

Table SupTab 7.1: Examined individuals. EdEc = expected duration of enamel calcification.

no. age (month) age (days) EdEc (days)

L14 16 490 250
K373 17 516 276
K291 18 553 313
K301 19 573 333
K260 20 616 376
K115 23 689 449
K283 24 731 491
K261 24 735 495
K257 24 738 498
K258 24 738 498
K41 25 747 507
K31 25 747 507
K105 26 781 541
K106 26 781 541
K113 28 857 617
G269 30 902 662
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Figure SupFig 7.3: A cross section of post-talonid part of m3 of a16-month-old individual:
note the enamel surface with no aprismatic enamel cover.
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Figure SupFig 7.4: Spearman correlation coefficients among particular variables.

Table SupTab 7.4: Coeficients of Wilcoxon statistics with age as categorial variable.

n T Z p-value

ag
e

si
ze

IN 6 0.00 2.20 0.03
OUT 6 0.00 2.20 0.03
ME 11 0.00 2.93 0.003
DI 11 0.00 2.93 0.003

st
ra

in

IN 6 0.00 2.20 0.03
OUT 6 0.00 2.20 0.03
ME 11 0.00 2.93 0.003
DI 11 7.00 2.31 0.002

H
IT

IN 11 0.00 2.93 0.003
OUT 11 1.00 2.85 0.004

E
IT

IN 11 10.00 2.05 0.04
OUT 11 14.00 1.69 0.09

C
IT

IN 11 3.00 2.67 0.007
OUT 10 3.00 2.49 0.01

η I
T IN 11 31.00 0.17 0.86

OUT 11 17.00 1.42 0.16
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Chapter 8

Enamel Crystallinity: a

Significant Component of the

Mammalian Dental Adaptations

Kallistová Anna1,2, Skála Roman1,2, Šlouf Miroslav 3, Matulková

Irena4 and Horáček Ivan5

8.1 Abstract

The monophyodont molar teeth, the prismatic enamel and the complexity of enamel microar-

chitecture are often regarded as essential components of mammalian adaptive dynamics and

prominent background factors of feeding efficiency and individual longevity. Little is known,

however, to which degree these qualities are influenced by the crystallographic properties of ele-

mentary hydroxyapatite crystallites, of which all components of enamel microarchitecture are

composed. In a miniature pig where individual molars differ significantly in duration of their

development and in enamel resistance to attrition stress, we found highly significant differences

between the molars in the size of crystallites, amount of microstrain, crystallinity index and in

enamel stiffness and elasticity, all clearly scaled with the duration of tooth calcification. The

same pattern was found also in red deer bearing completely different molar type. The results

suggest that the prolongation of tooth development is essentially associated with an increase

of crystallinity, i.e. the atomic order of enamel hydroxyapatite, an obvious component of mi-

1Institute of Geochemistry, Mineralogy and Mineral Resources, Faculty of Science, Charles University,
Albertov 6, Prague 2, CR

2Institute of Geology, Czech Academy of Sciences, v.v.i., Rozvojová 269, Prague 6, CR
3Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry of CAS v.v.i., Heyrovského náměst́ı 2, Prague 6, CR
4Department of Inorganic Chemistry, Faculty of Science, Charles University, Hlavova 2030/8, Prague 2, CR
5Department of Zoology, Faculty of Science, Charles University, Viničná 7, Prague 2, CR
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8.2. INTRODUCTION

cromechanical property of mature enamel. This relation could contribute to prolongation of

dental development, characteristic of mammals in general. The aspects of enamel crystallinity,

omitted in previous studies on mammalian and vertebrate dental evolution, are to be taken in

account in these topics.

8.2 Introduction

Enamel, the hardest tissue of vertebrate bodies and proper agent of teeth function, is exclusively

a mineral matter: it is composed of compact aggregates of hydroxyapatite (HAp) crystallites

while the non-mineral components, proteins and water, form less than 5 wt.% only (Pasteris

et al., 2008). The process of enamel mineralization is expected to proceed without any essential

biogenic intervention (Nanci and Smith, 1992) by interactions of amorphous calcium phosphate

and a limited number of enamel matrix proteins (EMPs), which form about two thirds of the

forming enamel volume. Their interactions and self-assembly processes resulting in ribbon-like

supramolecular structures are believed to be the sole mechanism organizing the proper enamel

mineralization (Hu et al., 2001; Iwasaki et al., 2005; Moradian-Oldak, 2012).

The crystalographic properties of enamel and microarchitecture of enamel coat are the essential

factors of functional quality of teeth and, in consequence, feeding efficiency and life-expectancy

of the individual. This is particularly valid for mammals whose diphyodont dentition provides

no chance for reparative dental rearrangements during adult age. This disadvantage is com-

pensated by radical innovations by which mammalian dentitions attained outstanding adaptive

qualities essentially contributing to evolutionary prospect of that clade. Two of them (both

related to a prolonged developmental period charaterizing mammalian constitution) are to be

particularly emphasized: prismatic enamel and the monophyodont multicuspidate distal teeth

called molars (Butler, 1956; Jernvall, 1995; Horáček and Špoutil, 2012). The enamel prisms,

spatially condensated strings of crystallites, provide structural scaffolding for a thick enamel

coat and for complex microarchitectural arrangements capable of compensating for extreme

stress upon a tooth surface. Molars, as a rule the largest teeth of mammalian dentition and

the proper agent of a taxon-specific dental specialization, are characterized by a particularly

prolonged developmental period: they are initiated simultaneously with teeth of deciduous

dentition, yet appear at eruption at adult age only, after deciduous dentition has been com-

pletely worn. With functional specialization of the deciduous dentition (such as molarization

of deciduous premolars), the developmental time of the distal teeth can be further prolonged,

enabling them to grow larger to respond functional demands of even very large adult body size.

In general, such a kind of developmental heterochrony is strongly selected in the clades whose

feeding depends upon processing of large amounts of food in molariform dentition, namely in

herbivores (Fortelius, 1985; Thenius, 1989). The question is whether the heterochrony of dental

development of posterior molars is marked only by differences in their size and morphologic

complexity (Fortelius, 1985; Strait, 1993) or whether and to which degree it is accompanied
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8.3. RESULTS

also by shifts in aspects of enamel microstructure. There is no doubt that the form and spatial

organization of prisms contribute to functional quality of a tooth in an essential way and that

the herbivore clades exhibit a plethora of examples of top complexity in this respect (Koenig-

swald, 1997b). Little is known, however, how this may affect the properties of the elementary

crystallites composing the HAp crystals, from which the components of the enamel coat are

formed. Elsewhere (Kallistová et al., 2017), we demonstrated that the crystallographic qual-

ities of elementary crystallites significantly change during enamel maturation and are closely

related to changes in enamel mechanical properties. Crystallite size, microstrain and micro-

hardness were found particularly significant among the variables that show essential variation

in this respect. Crystallite size can be measured as the effective size of the coherently diffract-

ing domains within a polycrystalline material, while microstrain specifies the degree of lattice

defects (such as grain boundaries, dislocations, stacking faults, etc.) present in the crystallite

(Ungár, 2004). The crystallinity – a complex variable indexing the atomic order of crystallite

structure (Termine and Posner, 1966; Allegra et al., 1989) – was only exceptionally measured

or even taken into account in context of enamel microstructure (Rey et al., 1990; Roche et al.,

2010; Asscher et al., 2011).

Here, we compared the state of these variables within the particular teeth of a molar row

(M1, M2, M3) using a series of laboratory pigs aged 16 to 108 months, and tested the effects

of individual age, tooth wear and developmental periods of particular molars. Our results

suggest that crystallinity increases with length of enamel maturation and influences the final

mechanical quality of the enamel coat in an essential way.

8.3 Results

Our observations show that the M1 and M2 attained pronounced cusp wear (stage c) around

17 to 18 months after tooth eruption and the advanced wear stage (d-e), with extensive visible

dentine fields around 24-25 months for M1 and 80 months for M2 respectively. On the contrary,

80 months after tooth eruption the M3 has only indistinct cusp wear (b) – Figure 8.1.

The chemical composition of enamel analysed in five specimens selected across the age spectrum

showed a constant pattern varying within limits of experimental error (with small between-

individual variations) without any significant correlation with other studied variables. We

found relatively broad variations in state of a and c lattice parameters within the total set

of all samples (a: 9.4484-9.4526 Å; c: 6.8735-6.8879 Å) yet without significant effects from

any contextual variable and with no significant dissimilarities or correlations among groups of

individual molars (M1 vs. M2 vs. M3) and/or groups of old and young individuals.

Crystallite sizes were computed anisotropically since their shape appeared elongated. Thick-

ness ranged between the 290-330 (M1), 310-355 (M2), and 338-390 Å (M3) and length varied

between the 538-622 (M1), 553-620 (M2), and 560-691 Å (M3) (Figure 8.2). The crystallite

volume progressively increased in sequence from M1 via M2 to M3 of each individual with high
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8.3. RESULTS

Figure 8.1: A synoptic survey of developmental dynamics of miniature pig molar teeth (M1 -
green, M2 - blue, M3 - red): individual age of beginning and duration of calcification, eruption
and particular stages of tooth wear in terms of categories by Grant (1982).

significance (Supplementary Table S2a online). The groups of individual molars (M1,M2,M3)

formed distinct entities in regards to crystallite volumes within the range of an age of studied

pigs (Figure 8.3a). Figure 8.3b demonstrates the same trend observed in molars of red deer.

The third molars of individuals younger than 20 months were still in the embryonic stage of

development (i.e., did not reach full adult size) and thus were excluded from our study. The

results of the statistical analysis are summarized in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

In contrast to elongated crystallites, the microstrain was isotropic. The absolute values of

microstrain ranged between 11.2 and 17.2 ‰. The microstrain gradually decreased between

individual molars from M1 to M3 (Figure 8.4a). The significance of that trend was confirmed

by a one-sided paired t-test, a one-sided two-sample paired Wilcoxon test and a Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test. P-values are summarized in Supplementary Table S2b. The red deer samples

also followed the decreasing trend of microstrain (Figure 8.4b).

The structural information on HAp was further supplemented with examination of atomic

disorder using infrared spectroscopy. Figure 8.5a shows the particle size dependency of the

width of infrared spectra (FWHM) and infrared splitting factor (IRSF). The plot documents

higher values of IRSF for M3 for all examined sample fractions. The finest fraction (V.) was

used to evaluate the atomic disorder. Figure 8.5b, M3 clearly displays the lowest degree of

atomic disorder (i.e., the highest crystallinity) among all molar types.
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8.3. RESULTS

Figure 8.2: Computed crystallite thickness (a,b) and length (c,d) of: (a,c) 25-month old indi-
vidual and (b,d) all studied samples. Note: The error bars at (a,c) are smaller than the size
of symbols.

The four variables representing the overall mechanical quality of enamel coating: HIT, ηIT, CIT

and EIT (for their definition, see section Methods) showed different relations to the contextual

variables. While the HIT and CIT remain invariant, the pronounced gradual increase in EIT is

accompanied by a decrease in ηIT values especially in the case of M3 (Figure 8.6). Results of

the statistical evaluation are summarized in Supplementary Table S2c,d. It is obvious that the

EIT values differed significantly between M1, M2 and M3. The comparison of the ηIT values

for M1/M2 against the M3 was also highly significant, but the difference between M1 and M2

was not sufficiently conclusive.

We used only M3 to evaluate both microstructure and microhardness and their dependence on

the age of an individual (i.e., on the mechanical degradation/abrasion of HAp) because the M1

and M2 of old individuals lack enamel coating. Crystallite volume and microstrain of young

(i.e., 16-30 months) and old (i.e., 96-108 months) pigs did not show significant differences

(Figure 8.3a, Figure 8.4a). The statistical analysis based on the alternative hypothesis that
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8.4. DISCUSSION

Figure 8.3: Computed volumes of enamel HAp crystallites of (a) miniature pigs and (b) red
deer.

the crystallite volume and microstrain of third molars are age independent (for p-values see

Supplementary Table S2e online), confirmed these results. Likewise, no correlation between

the age of individuals and the lattice parameters or chemical composition of all measured HAp

was found. On the contrary, the HIT and EIT values were positively correlated with age, with

high significance (Supplementary Table S2f,g online).

8.4 Discussion

Individual molars (M1, M2, M3) of pig dentition represent distinct entities either in terms

of their morphology or functional qualities and their developmental dynamics. They differ in

duration of their developmental period (Tonge and McCance, 1973; Wang et al., 2014a), timing

of eruption (Oltramari et al., 2007; McAnulty, 2011), and last but not least in resistency

to mechanical stress and tooth abrasion. The most distal molar (M3) with the period of

calcification more than twice longer that M1 show essentially higher resistance to tooth wear:

cf. stage b of tooth wear (in sense of Grant (1982)) that appears on average at 69 months

after eruption in M3 against 16 moths on average in M1. Together with a large tooth size and

thick enamel, which enable sufficient enamel sampling for X-ray analyses (Kallistová et al.,

2015; Kallistová et al., 2017), all these regards make the laboratory pig nearly ideal model

for confrontations of the crystallographic variables with various aspects of a tooth function

and developmental dynamics. The difference between individual molars in crystallite volume,

microstrain, level of crystallinity and aspects of microhardness, revealed in this study, can

thus be discussed in regard to the above mentioned contextual variables. Out of them, the
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8.4. DISCUSSION

Figure 8.4: Values of the microstrain (ε) of (a) miniature pigs and (b) red deer.

individual age, tooth size and degree of tooth wear showed only insignificant effects upon the

state of structural variables under the study. In contrast, the differences between individual

molars in duration of their calcification corresponded to their differences in state of particular

crystallographic variables quite robustly.

A strong positive correlation between the duration of the calcification period and the crys-

tallite sizes/volumes and the negative correlation with the microstrain suggest possible causal

relations among these variables, i.e., the longer the enamel calcification, the larger volume

and the less lattice imperfections of elementary crystallites. The results of infrared spectro-

scopy, indexing a degree of crystallinity, revealed the same picture. It is important that two

components of microhardness exhbibit clearly the same relations as well: the stiffness, which

gradually increased with the length of calcification period and the elastic capacity of enamel,

which decreased. A comparison of the mesial and distal molars (M1 vs. M3) is particularly

impressive. The enamel of the first molar, the integration of which to deciduous dentition

forces earlier termination of its developmental period, is formed by the smallest crystallites

irrespective to the amount of lattice defects and atomic disorders, which negatively influences

its mechanical property and leads to the severe abrasion already at a young age of the animal.

In contrast, delayed eruption of the third molar enables considerable enlargement of tooth size

with a thick enamel composed of the largest crystallites with essentially reduced amount of

lattice imperfections and atomic disorders. This is positively reflected in the stiffness of the

final enamel and its highest resistance to mechanical damage. Worth mentioning is that the

same patterns were found also in the molar teeth of red deer which differ from bunodont teeth

of pig both in their morphological setting (selenodont molar form) and derived type of their

enamel microarchitecture (Fortelius, 1985; Koenigswald and Sander, 1997; Thenius, 1989; Un-
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8.4. DISCUSSION

Figure 8.5: (a) Grinding curves of different molar types accompained by (b) FTIR spectra of
five different fractions obtained from second molar of 26 months old individual showing the
variations in FWHM. Each point in (a) represents the averaged value of five studied pigs. (c)
IRSF boxplots of the finest fraction values obtained from all studied individuals.

gar, 2010). The common pattern suggests, hence, that the above mentioned relations between

the duration of calcification and aspects of crystallinity are invariant to differences in a form

of teeth and its enamel microarchitecture.

The relationship between crystallinity and mechanical properties in general are explained by

the Hall-Petch relationship (H-PR) (Hall, 1951; Petch, 1953). In agreement with empirical

evidence, it predicts that decreasing crystallite size increases the amount of grain boundaries

acting as locking points impeding spatial propagation of dislocation and thus increases the

dislocation density within a crystallite. The material with smaller crystallites needs to apply

higher stress to move the dislocation across a grain boundary and such a material then has

higher yield strength hence Young modulus. For nanocrystalline materials with crystallite size

below a critical value (20 nm), the H-PR ceases to be valid (Nieh and Wadsworth, 1991). The

yield strength and Young modulus can be related toHIT and EIT measured by microindentation

techniques as defined by Ostafinska et al. (2015), and the dislocation density can be related

to the microstrain as defined by Williamson and Smallman (1956). We should also mention

the general behavior of polymer materials outlined by Šlouf et al. (2015), which exhibit the

positive correlation of crystallinity with hardness, stiffness and elastic part of the indentation

work.

Yet, in contrast to microstrain, the yield strength HIT of pig enamel shows no significant

differences between all three molars differing significantly in their crystallite sizes. It can be

quite minute only. Moreover, the EIT follows the opposite trend than expected from H-PR.

Two explanations are possible: (1) the crystallite size of enamel reached the critical value

mentioned above, (2) the dislocation density (microstrain) is too low to reach the lockdown

effect and the amount of lattice imperfections together with decreasing crystallite size on the
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8.5. CONCLUSION

Figure 8.6: Boxplot (median, min-max, quartiles I-III) of selected micromechanical parameters:
(a,c) EIT; (b,d) ηIT of (a,b) miniature pigs and (c,d) red deer.

contrary contribute to the deterioration of enamel stiffness. Especially the latter is supported

by infrared spectra showing higher crystallinity (atomic order) for molars with a lower amount

of lattice imperfections and with higher stiffness of enamel, which is in accordance with Šlouf

et al. (2015).

Our results demonstrate that the basic crystallographic properties of enamel crystallites can

significantly contribute to the mechanical quality of enamel and are scaled by duration of

enamel calcification. For comparative and functional analyses of mammalian dentitions, tra-

ditionally operating with teeth shapes, prism arrangements and schmelzmusters (Koenigswald

and Clemens, 1992; Koenigswald, 1997b; Koenigswald and Sander, 1997), it provides a new

variable worth serious analysis.

8.5 Conclusion

We tested the relationship between duration of enamel calcification and the overall quality of

adult enamel coating in laboratory miniature pigs. Our results suggest that from M1, through

M2 to M3, the crystallite size, crystallinity and stiffness increase, while the microstrain and

elastic part of the indentation work decrease. All these findings lead to the conclusion that

the prolonged calcification provides the bigger crystallites with less lattice defects and a higher

atomic order, resulting in better mechanical properties of enamel and therefore the increased

resistence to tooth wear. In these terms, enamel crystallinity can significantly contribute to the

functional qualities of a tooth. It might present a factor contributing to selection for prolonging

tooth development, a quality quite pronounced in many mammalian clades and, compared to

other vertebrates, characterizing mammals in general.
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8.6 Methods

The 20 laboratory miniature pigs (females aged between 16-108 months) originated from the

same breed and were provided by the Institute of Animal Physiology and Genetics in Liběchov.

We were allowed to extract jaws from the animals sacrificed on diverse terms in 2013 and

2014 for purpose of several research projects conducted by the Institute (cf. e.g. Vodička

et al. (2005), Baxa et al. (2013), and Planska et al. (2015) etc.). All components of the

respective projects, including all procedures, were carried out in accordance with the Projects

of Experiment approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the IAPG CAS, v.v.i.

(Liběchov, Czech Republic), following the rules of the European Convention for the Care and

Use of Laboratory Animals and related Czech regulations (see Kallistová et al. (2017) for

details).

Regarding to a platform of developmental data established in our previous paper (Kallistová

et al., 2017) also here our comparisons are based on mandibular molars (M1, M2, and M3).

Their development starts during the fetal stage of animal life, yet individual molars differ

considerably in onset of calcification stage, total duration of their embryonic development

(Wang et al., 2014a; Tonge and McCance, 1973) – see Fig. 8.1 and timing of their eruption.

The first molar appears above gingiva at age of 5-6 months, the second molar erupts at 12-

14 months, the third molar around 22-27 months (Weaver et al., 1969; Oltramari et al., 2007;

McAnulty, 2011). The maxillar and mandibular teeth erupt at slightly different times but there

is no significant difference between left and right teeth respectivelly (Weaver et al., 1969). The

duration of calcification stages considered here as major contextual variable (Fig. 8.1) takes on

average 8 months in M1, 14 moths in M2 and 19 months in M3. In addition, we also examined

the molar teeth of red deer (Cervus elaphus), another species with a well pronounced time delay

between eruption of individual molars: we used mandibles of three adult females deposited in

collection of Depertment of Zoology, Charles University Prague. The degree of tooth abrasion

was classified using categories proposed by Grant (1982).

The teeth were extracted from mandibles, the central part of all teeth was excised perpen-

dicularly to the bucal-lingual tooth side, thin-sectioned, and embedded in epoxy resin. The

remaining enamel crown parts were then manually disintegrated (see Kallistová et al. (2015))

and fragments of pure enamel were grounded under acetone in an alumina mortar. In a few

cases, the first and/or second molars were excluded from this study because of terminal stage

of the toothwear with absence of enamel coating or presence of large amounts of tartar.

The X-ray powder diffraction measurements were used to characterize the crystallite size and

microstrain. They were performed using a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer equipped with a

linear LynxEye detector and a germanium primary monochromator providing CuKα1 radiation

(λ = 1.54056 Å). Data were collected in the 2θ range of 5 – 122° with a step size of 0.013° and

a counting time of seven seconds at each step. Le Bail whole-pattern fitting was accomplished

using the FullProf program (Rodŕıguez-Carvajal, 2001). The program generates the shape of

the crystallite in terms of spherical coordinates. To calculate the volume of the crystallites the
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data were converted into Cartesian coordinates applying the following equations:

xi = ri sin θi cosϕi

yi = ri sin θi sinϕi

zi = ri cos θi

(8.1)

where ri is a radial distance from a fixed origin, ϕi is a polar angle (or inclination), θi is

the azimuthal angle, and i represents particular set of (r, ϕ, θ). Since the crystallites were

considered to have rotational symmetry along z axis, their volume (Vcr.) was approximated by

summing volumes of cylinders stacked perpendicular to z as follows:

Vcr. =

n∑
i=1

π
(xi + xi+1

2

)2(
zi − zi+1

)
(8.2)

wherein xi, zi represent the Cartesian coordinates of adjacent geometrical elements ordered

from the top (i = 1) of the crystallite to its maximum diameter (i = n).

Micromechanical properties were characterized by an instrumented microindentation hardness

tester (Micro-Combi Tester; CSM Instruments, Switzerland). For seven individuals, at least

10 indentations were carried out per each cut surface and selected location. In each selected

location, the indents were made in the same distance from the EDJ. The indentations were

performed with a Vickers indenter; details about experiment geometry have been described

elsewhere (Šlouf et al., 2015). The indenter was forced against the cut surfaces with the

following parameters: load 1.962 N (200 gf), load time 200 s, and linear loading/unloading

rate 0.417 N/s (25,000 mN/min). The high force (200 gf) was chosen in order to obtain large

indents (diagonal length >30µm), which should average possible micro- and nanometer scale

inhomogeneities in the enamel structure. The curves showing applied forc e (F ) vs. penetration

depth (h) were used to calculate indentation hardness (HIT), indentation modulus (EIT),

indentation creep (CIT), and the elastic part of the indentation work (ηIT) using software

Indentation 5.18 (CSM Instruments, Switzerland) according to the theory of Oliver and Pharr

(2004).

Fourier transform infrared spectra were recorded using transmission technique (KBr pellets)

on a Nicolet 6700 FTIR spectrometer with 2 cm−1 resolution and Happ-Genzel apodization in

the 400-4000 cm−1 region. The width of infrared bands (FWHM) of ν3 vibrational mode of

phosphate anion reflects the combination of the effect of relative particle size of the crystals

and the local atomic order. To avoid the effect of particle size, five size-different fractions of

three molar types of five selected individuals were measured with respect to Asscher et al.

(2011) and Poduska et al. (2011). The infrared splitting factor (IRSF), a direct indicator of

atomic order, or the “crystallinity index,” was then determined using the ν4 vibrational mode

of phosphate anion based on the method according to Weiner and Bar-Yosef (1990).

The chemical composition (contents of Ca, Na, Mg, P and Cl) of M1 and M3 was determined
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using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The polished samples were carbon sputtered and

the spectra were collected in high vacuum at 20 kV and at working distance of 8-10 mm

with an energy-dispersive spectrometer Bruker Quantax 200 attached to a scanning electron

microscope Tescan Vega3 XM.

For statistical calculations we used the R language, version 3.0.2 (2013-09-25). A non-parametric

Kruskal-Wallis test was carried out to evaluate the inequality of selected variables (see Supple-

mentary Table S1 online). Shapiro-Wilk test was used to assess whether the data of selected

variables are normally distributed (i.e., insignificant P-values point to the Gauss distribution).

Then a series of tests was performed to assess the significance of examined variables (summar-

ized in Supplementary Table S2 online).
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8.7 Supplements

Table S1: P-values of Kruskal-Wallis test (K-Wt) and Shapiro-Wilk test (S-Wt) related to:

K-Wt S-Wt

M1 M2 M3

crystallite volume 9.97e−08 0.15 0.66 0.85

microstrain 3.24e−07 0.91 0.4 0.01
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Table S2: Null hypothesis and their p-values related to: (a) volume of crystallites Vcr.; (b)
microstrain ε; (c) EIT; (d) ηIT; (e) microstructure and its dependence on age; micromechanical
parameters (f) HIT and (g) EIT and their dependence on age. Note: nin. refers to the number
of tested individuals; for microstructural experiments 7 M1 individuals and 5 M3 individuals
were excluded from the study because of lack and/or not mature enamel coating. We used
only M3 to evaluate both microstructure and microhardness and their dependence on the age
of an individual (i.e., young (16-30 months) and old (96-108 months) tested groups).

nin.

a) M1 < M2 M2 < M3 M1 M2 M3

Paired t-test 9.6e−05 1.34e−05

Wilcoxon test 1.22e−04 6.1e−05 13 20 15

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 2.64e−04 1.5e−04

b) M1 > M2 M2 > M3

Paired t-test 2.49e−05 8.94e−04

Wilcoxon test 1.22e−04 2.11e−03 13 20 15

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 8.13e−05 2.14e−04

c) M1 < M2 M2 < M3

Paired t-test 3.05e−05 1.03e−08

Wilcoxon test 3.76e−05 3.09e−07 6* 7* 7*

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 3.75e−04 1.02e−04

d) M1 > M2 M2 > M3

Paired t-test 0.75 3.15e−10

Wilcoxon test 0.83 2.4e−09 6* 7* 7*

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 0.58 1.5e−08

e)
Vcr. ε

young 6= old young 6= old young old

Paired t-test 0.69 0.7

Wilcoxon test 0.8 0.85 13 2

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 0.85 0.81

f) young 6= old young < old

Paired t-test 3.24e−10 1.62e−10

Wilcoxon test 5.06e−10 2.53e−10 5* 2*

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 1.34e−10 3.18e−09

g) young 6= old young < old

Paired t-test 2.2e−16 2.2e−16

Wilcoxon test 5.74e−12 2.86e−12 5* 2*

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 8.72e−12 8.11e−10

* Note: For each individual, at least 10 indentation points were carried out (i.e., at least
60(M1)/70(M2,3 and 50(young)/20(old) experimental data were used for statistical calculations).
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

This PhD. thesis shows that the crystallographic characterization using whole pattern fitting

methods and the investigation of chemical and phase composition of the animal hard tissues

contributes to our understanding of qualitative behaviour of inorganic body compounds namely

hydroxyapatite. In addition, the presented results give evidence about the relationship between

these characteristics and the mechanism of amelogenesis and its adaptation on the functional

demands of the tooth.

In search of the most suitable sample preparation technique of the pure enamel, I found that:

• An inappropriate preparation techniques influence the shape of crystallite mainly in the

(001) direction.

• Effect of the strain is insignificant considering the fact that calculated strain values vary

within computed errors.

• New phases appear due to the temperature increase when drilling or due to the chemical

reaction with hydrazine hydrate during deproteination.

• Mechanical separation is most suitable as it leads to results agreeing most with previous

experimental data.

The study of maturation stage of amelogenesis from the perspective of inorganic compound

brought the following findings:

• Enamel maturation and crystallite growth are gradual processes that start beneath the

future molar cusp at the enamel-dentine junction of the mesial tooth part, and then

spread toward the roots and distal direction.

• Rapid elongation of HAp crystallites during the secretory stage is replaced by slow gradual

crystallite thickening, which does not suggest the lateral fusion of individual crystallites.
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• HAp crystal is an aggregate composed of 2 or 3 sub–units (i.e. crystallites).

• During the appositional growth of HAp, crystal microstructure relaxes (density of lattice

imperfections rapidly decreases).

• Crystallization of interprismatic enamel comes after formation of prism scaffold, this is

considered as an apomorphic character of mammals with tooth close to ancestral tooth

types (i.e. tribosphenic molar).

• Characteristic qualitative features of adult enamel are achieved after the interprismatic

part is formed.

• Miniature pig’s third molar reaches full maturity at around 26 months of animal life.

I finally demonstrated that the enamel structural and microstructural characteristics play a

significant role in mammalian dental adaptations. It was shown that:

• Crystallite size increases and microstrain decreases together with improvement of crys-

tallinity and mechanical properties with longer developmental mechanism, i.e. duration

of enamel mineralization influences its microstructural characteristics, which are reflected

in the resulting enamel quality and resistance.

• The above mentioned results should be considered as a general behaviour of prolonged

amelogenesis of the majority of mammalian species.
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